FORGETFULNESS.

BY MISS M. J. E. KNOX.

My heart has a language for gladness,
A language for hope and regret,
When parted from dear ones, a language for sadness,
But has no such word as "forget."
The gift of forgetting, whatever,
Its talked-of advantages be—
I am thankful to say, it is one that has never,
As yet, been bestowed upon me.

When pictures of lovers false-hearted,
Before my heart's vision are set,
I sigh for the love-links so cruelly parted,
But wonder how they can forget.
The pulses of life may be sleeping,
The heart of the loved one be chill—
But shame on the heart that is carelessly keeping
The name it should treasure there still!

The flowers have a season for dying,
Though kept with the summer-dew wet,
And I have my seasons of fearing and sighing,
But I know of no time to forget.
Forgiveness! let it be banished,
The heart that forgets is a shrine
Whose lamp has gone out, and whose image has vanished;
May such a one never be mine.

CON'T

WRITTEN FOR

A. J. J.

...to learn content,
...to learn it, oh! how pain!
...are spent! how pain.
...how pain!
Curious Remarks on the Bible,
By a widow at 65, who had nothing to do, and could not sleep.

The Bible contains 3,566,489 letters, 810,636 words, 1,017,248 verses, 1,189 chapters, 66 books.
The word "and" occurs 46,397 times; "Lord" 1,254; "Reverend" only once, and that in the 111th psalm. The 27th verse of the 7th chapter of Ezra contains the alphabet. The 19th chapter of the 24th book of Kings and the 37th chapter of Isaiah are alike. The first man recorded is Adam; in a coffin was Joseph, 60th chapter of Genesis, 26th verse. No where but in the 1st chapter 3d Timothy is the name grandmother mentioned. Two particularly fine chapters to read you will find are the 2d of Job and the 23rd of 1. Thess.
There is no name or word of more than six syllables in the Holy Bible.

Spring Flowers.
The flowers! the lovely flowers! They are springing forth again;
Are opening their gentle eye In forest and in plain.
They cluster round the ancient stem, And tvd top of grove,
Like children playing gracefully About a father's knees.
The flowers! the lovely flowers! Their pure and radiant eyes Do meet wherever we turn our steps, Like angels from the skies.
They say, that nought exists on earth, However poor and small, Unseen by God; the meanest things He cares for them all:
The flowers! the lovely flowers! The fairest type are they Of the soul springing from its birth To fashion and to day.
For though they be all dead and cold, With winter's snow above, The glorious spring doth call them forth To happiness and love.
Ye flowers! yellow flowers! We greet you well and long! With light, and warmth, and sunny smile, We warmly and benign.
All dullness and care to our earth, We greet all with a joyful heart: And thus without Life's Flowers of Love, Oh, what would be our lot?

BIBLE.

BY SIR WALTER SCOT

Within this awful volume lies
The mystery of mysteries;
Happiest they of human race
To whom their God has given grace
To read, to fear, to hope, to pray,
To lift the latch, to force the way;
And better had they never been born,
That read to doubt, or read to scorn.

BLESSING.

May the blessings of
God await thee, and the sun of glory
Shine round thy bed; and
May the gale of plenty, honor,
And happiness ever be open to thee;
May no sorrow distress thy days;
May no grief disturb thy nights;
May the pillow of peace kiss thy cheek, and the pleasures of imagination attend thy dreams.

HOME.

'Tis home where the heart is, wherever that be,
In city, in desert, on mountain, in dell;
Not the grandeur, the number, the objects we see,
But that which we love is the magical spell.
'Tis this gives the cottage a charm and a grace,
Which the glare of a palace but rarely has known;
It is this, only this, and not station or place,
Which gives being to pleasure, which makes it own.

Like the dove on the waters, a rest place to find,
In vain for employment o'er nations we roam,
Home only can yield real joy to the mind,
And there where the heart is, there only is home.

[Eliza Cook's Journal]
BRILLIANT WHITENASH.—Many have heard of the brilliant stucco whitewash on the east end of the President's house at Washington. The following is a receipt for making it as gleaned from the National Intelligence, with some additional improvements learned by experiments. Take a half a bushel of nice unslacked lime, slack it with boiling water, cover it during the process to keep in the steam. Strain the liquid through a fine sieve or strainer, and add to it a peck of clean salt, previously well dissolved in warm water; three pounds of good rice, boiled to a thin paste, and stirred in boiling hot half a pound of powdered Spanish whitening, and a pound of clean glue, which has been previously dissolved by soaking it well and then hanging it over a slow fire, in a small kettle within a large one filled with water. Add five gallons of hot water to the mixture, stir it well and let it stand a few days covered from the dirt.

It should be put on right hot; for this purpose it can be kept in a kettle on a portable furnace. It is said that about a pint of this mixture will cover a square yard upon the out side of a house, if properly applied. Brushes, more or less small, may be used according to the neatness of the job required. It answers as well as oil paint for wood, brick or stone, and is cheaper. It retains its brilliancy for many years. There is nothing of the kind that will compare with it, either for inside or outside walls.

Coloring matter may be put in and made of any shade you like. Spanish-Brown stirred in will make red pink, more or less deep according to the quantity. A delicate tinge of this is very pretty for inside walls. Finely pulverized common clay, well mixed with Spanish-brown mixed together make a reddish stone color. Yellow-stained in makes yellow wash, some goes farther, and makes a really esteemed prettier.

In all these cases the darkness of the shades of course is determined by the quantity of coloring used. It is difficult to make a rule because tastes are different; it would be best to try experiments on a shingle, and let it dry. We have been told that the green must not be mixed with lime. The lime destroys the color, and the color has an effect on the whitewash, which makes it crack and peel. When walls have been badly smoked and you wish to have them a clean white, it is well to squeeze indigo plentifully through a bag into the water you use, before it is stirred in the whole mixture. If a larger quantity than five gallons be wanted, the same proportion should be observed.

FIRST LOVE.

If we could look into the heart of a girl when she first begins to love, we should find the nearest resemblance to what poetry has described as the state of our parents when in Paradise, which this life ever presents. All is then colored with an atmosphere of beauty and light; or if a passing cloud sails across the azure sky, reflecting a transitory shadow on the scene below, it is but to be swept away by the next balmy gale, which leaves the picture more lovely for this momentary interruption of its stillness and repose. But that which constitutes the essential charm of a first attachment is its perfect disinterestedness. She who entertains this sentiment, in its profoundest character, lives no longer for herself. In all her aspirations, her hopes, her energies—in all her noble daring, her confidence, her enthusiasm, her fortitude, her own existence, is absorbed by the interest of another. For herself, and her own character alone, she is, at the same time, retiring, meek, and humble—content to be neglected by the whole world—despised, forgotten, or condemned—so that to one being alone she may still be all in all. And is this love to be slightly spoken of or harshly dealt with? Oh, no! but it has many a rough blast to encounter yet, and many an insidious enemy to cope with, before it can be stamped with the seal of faithfulness; and until then, who can distinguish the ideal from the true?
### Popular Vote in 1844

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Jackson</th>
<th>Adams</th>
<th>Van Buren</th>
<th>Clay</th>
<th>Polk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>3,469</td>
<td>4,596</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>4,161</td>
<td>17,656</td>
<td>27,160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>3,954</td>
<td>23,770</td>
<td>18,041</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>10,830</td>
<td>67,009</td>
<td>53,034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7,322</td>
<td>4,846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>1,943</td>
<td>32,832</td>
<td>28,941</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>15,812</td>
<td>232,482</td>
<td>237,658</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>33,316</td>
<td>37,495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>3,138</td>
<td>161,203</td>
<td>167,536</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>32,954</td>
<td>32,678</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>44,790</td>
<td>50,639</td>
<td>42,878</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>53,232</td>
<td>60,287</td>
<td>5,287</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Carolina, elected by Legislature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>42,104</td>
<td>44,048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>26,035</td>
<td>37,497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>20,127</td>
<td>25,907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>13,083</td>
<td>13,782</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>59,917</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>61,202</td>
<td>51,900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>8,950</td>
<td>157,057</td>
<td>149,117</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>3,638</td>
<td>24,273</td>
<td>17,057</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>2,105</td>
<td>66,376</td>
<td>70,181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>3,570</td>
<td>45,579</td>
<td>58,345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>31,250</td>
<td>41,324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>5,504</td>
<td>9,546</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Recapitulation of Presidential Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>2,782,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>2,000,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1836</td>
<td>1,501,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>1,200,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1828</td>
<td>1,162,418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Majorities of Electoral Votes

- Polk over Clay in 1844: 64
- Harrison over Van Buren in 1840: 174
- Van Buren over Harrison in 1836: 97
- Jackson over Clay in 1832: 170
- Jackson over Adams in 1828: 95

### Recaptulation of the Popular Vote in 1844

- Polk’s majority over Clay, exclusive of South Carolina: 39,340
- Majority of Polk and Van Buren over Clay: 101,656
- Majority of Clay and Van Buren over Polk: 22,683

### Presidential Election of 1848

The number of the States of our Union is thirty. The Senate of the United States is composed of sixty Senators, and two hundred and thirty Representatives. Each State, in 1848, will be entitled to a Presidential electoral vote equal to the number of its Senators and Representatives in Congress.

The electoral vote of the States will be as follows:

### When Fortune Beans

When fortune beans around you,
When hearts with pleasure leap;
And hopes and joys surround you--
Forgot not those who weep!
When friendship's smile invokes you--
To bless and to be blest;
When every charm delights you--
Oh, think of the distress!
When golden gules beside you,
As if by Heaven decreed,
And plenty stands beside you--
Forgot not those who need!
When pleasure's cup seems endless,
Oh prove it without end;
By being to the friendless
In every hour a friend!
I like the sound of the birds calling
With their sweet music. I feel
The gentle breeze on my face
As I walk along.

The sun sets, casting a golden
Tint on everything. I can hear
The rustling leaves as the wind
Blows them gently.

Mary - in this most solemn
Page, I write to say my
Most sincere thoughts and
Wishes. May God grant you
Blessings and happiness.

Edward M. King

3 Feb 1859
Child, amidst the flowers at play,

While the red light fades away;

Mother, with thine earnest eye,

I ever following silently;

Father, by the forge at end,

Call'd thy harvest work to leave; - \( \text{To Child} \)

Pray! - Even yet the dark hour be; \( \text{To Child} \)

Lift the heart, and bend the knees. \( \text{To Child} \)

Of a voice from this world gone;

The captive, in whose narrow cell

Sunshine hath not leave to dwell,

Sailor on the darkening sea;

Lift the heart, and bend the knees.

Warrior, that from battle now,

Breathest now at set of sun;

Woman o'er the lowly clave,

Weeping on his special plain;
In that triumph, ye that sigh,  
Kindred by one holy tie!  
Heaven's first star alike ye see.  
Lift the Heart, and bend the Knee.

If to her bow some female errors fall  
Look upon her face and you'll forget them all.

The bee though many a garden roves,  
And hums his lay of Courtship o'er,  
But when he finds the flower he loves,  
He settles there and roves no more.

I can think of her only as a  
Sunbeam, in whose gladdening beauty  
one would wish to bask life away.
A boat at midnight bent alone
To drift upon the moonless sea—
A lute whose leading chord is gone—
A wounded bird that hath but one
Uncertain wing to soar upon,
Are like what I am without thee.

To soothe thy sickness, watch thy health,
Do all but close thy dying eye!
For that I could not live to try;
To these alone my thought do aspire
More can I do or thou require?

To Miss Barrett, Mr. Bury.

Love!—What a volume in a word, an occasion a tear;
A seventh heaven in a glance, a whirlwind in a sigh;
The lightning in a touch, a millennium in a moment;
What concentrated joy or love in bliss or blighted love.
There came in playing yankersboll and
then went out in playing dice and the tomahawk

There crazy fools went out to hunt,
Three little birds fell before their deadly aim.
One of the fools got his foot badly hurt.
Another's heart was seared by another flame.

17/8/72
Dawn
Gene Johnston

Gen. Johnston fell back across the river on July 19, 1864 and up to this time we have had but few quiet days as we can hear the cannons and much very close, but the shells are dreadful; one has twisted under cellar chimney which frightened cows very much one passed through smokehouse and a piece hit the top and fell through but we were at Auntie's so none of us were hurt. We stay in the cellar when they are shelling.

August 12th. Monday. It was raining this morning and we though we wouldn't enjoy shelling to day, so our sister while mama would do a little work, but before night we had to run to the cellar.

Tuesday. We have not been shelled much to day but the muskets have been going all day. I have done a little little to day but with sister. She has not been well to day.

Wednesday. This was my birth day. I was ten years old, but I did not have a cake because it was too hard. So I celebrated it in another way.
Dear is again

By my next birthday we will have peace no more

So that I can have a nice dinner

4. Thursday. The Shells has bin flaying all day and

we has stayed cellar & made some stocking

This morning and I will try to finished them before

school commenees

5. Friday I knit all the morning in the morning

we had to rush to dinner and get in the cellar

it did not feel safe in the cellar they fell so

these fast

6. Saturday We have bin in the cellar all day

Cousin Thomas Bailey carned the corn and brought

some Manual cafefee for me to grind for him

before he leaves for two yesterday Stanniess

7. Sunday We have had a quiet day at all

Most seems like sunday of old Anti

and I went to Trinity church Mr. Haygood

preached it is the first time I have bin to

church in a month
Morning

8 Monday I got up early this morning cleaned up the house for ma and ma. Sister while ma and ma got dinner we had cousins. Eccentric store to take dinner with us to eat I didn't knit much to day I went up to church in the afternoon and have not had many shells to day.

9 First day we had to stay in the cellar all day the shells were falling so thick a second the house two had fallen in the garden but none of us were hurt either. Thirty shells come in and wanted us to move he thought that we were in danger. but we will stay it a little longer

10 few
11 10d. I am eld. We ha' had but 6 shells to day it had been raining nearly all day and two had to stay in the snow very close.

11 This day ma and ma have been very busy today and have been trying to help them all I could not help 3 work in the cellar of the shells how I wish the potters could come at night shelling so that we could get out and get some fresh air.
13th Saturday. Mrs. has had

17th Sunday. Though hard shells & abundance

last night we dragged one another moment Thinking the night not expected any come through and hurt some of us but to our joy nothing on.

The lot was hurt they have been throughing them at not all clear to day but they have not the dangerous Papa has been at work all day making the cellars safe now we feel like we could stay at home in safety I dislike to stay in the cellars so close but our soldiers have to stay in sickness.
They told us that they did not think the Federal would come much longer to
fermated us and I hope that it may so for we are getting very tired of living so.

Thursday, noting of interest has happened today. We have stayed very close in the cellars. Much rumor of
so to contain. To see how a shell-shield rowed her horse

18. Thursday day. What I notice this morning is though

the hole town would be flooded up the casemate
work so near a week so loved but we soon saw close

that it was very graves to my how this very will continue

all day we have had last shield to stay than when
meritable. 19

if Wednesday. Auntie went down to ground floor this

morning and I missed she had so much that as the

only place I had to evacuate I had him assisting

on my stick being some to  do and seeing some today.

Saturday day. We have had shells all day. They have

not been sitting very close to us but they have

been giving them shells about. blonde and he like to finish

his course content of having thorough the hour.
and got some cotton which they had bailed on
the floor and spread it. They wanted
the cloth at home some of them said not have
been here.

21 Sunday. They was back having morning and
so though we wonder has a quiet Sunday.

22 Monday. I got up this morning and helped
mama pack up to move more as we will have to get
close to our small cabin there has been a very
ill there on our part ever since

23 Tuesday. We feel very comfortable since we have
moved but mama isPartial. It is all the time
I fear of fire there is fire near our nearby
raising. I go to the doors of house. Not
all the time. The shell get worse and worse
every day. It is some thing more or less them.
24th Monday. We had the pens and ink to stay by fire I had been wanting to go home all day to get some grapes but it is been too dangerous.

25th Tuesday. Meaning wrote me this morning and told me there was no shells falling and told me I must go over 5 or 6 what had became of Aunt. He only saw her not here from she in So Long I stay till after till dinner we had such a nice dinner and so many nice grapes but most of all we had no shells all day.

26th Wednesday cousin Jenny came in this morning and told us we must not fear the shells any more. They went back to Florence as we have had such a light fire to day not all wanted to move to stay but we were all to come in all of the rooms lessed.
Saturday. We moved home this morning and ran all the way trying to get things expected. We
decided to go back to get horses and take some
shells around us.

24. Tuesday. Everything seemed too quiet this
morning so I wish the people would come back
soon so we could have a week end. Monday night
my cousin came in this morning and brought some
goods which cousin Smart sent us. He

27. Monday. My new and I went over to Aunt
Smart's this morning to see if we could
find some school teachers and stay at all day
and had a very pleasant time playing with Edith.
30 Tuesday. Miss. Hannah Hemm arrived around the morning to see about her school. I was glad to see my old teacher once more. I hope she will commence her school. I am tired of staying at home.

31 Wednesday. I have been sitting all the morning and writing and I wish I was over to spend the night with Aunt Sally. I know we will in joy our selves.

1864
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Sept. 1st Thursday. We did not get home until about 6 o'clock we had very pleasant time and every thing seemed quiet directly after dinner. Cousin Emma came down and told us that another would be evacuated that evening and we might look for the feds in the evening but it was not long till the house was outlined out and we held several entertainments. We were busy looking for all the missing but they have not come yet. The lumber came in to tell us that dear cousin Nancy was wounded and he thought he wouldn't get well we were so sorry to hear it we haven't them so much. I finished my stockings to day.
Tuesday. We all woke up this morning with our closets much last night the Confederates had four engines of a long train has ever filled with ammunition set on fire last night which caused a great explosion which we all awaked it reminded us of the shells of all the days of excitement we have known. It is to say every one has been trying to get all the ends in before the Federals came in the main have been running with bags of meal salt and tobacco they did not meddle with breaking open stores and nothing them about twelve o'clock there was a few fired all come in they were picked up a hand and have the cavalry come cloaking in we all high into winter apparel the river going to treat us badly it was not long till be the infantry came in they were exactly as the observatory said I think I shall with the Yankees very well

Dear friend

Saturday. Dear
Saturday, 25th. Saturday. The ladies came this morning and the elder sister had a Yankee officer to supervise the night. With them we have not seen much of them only two of them have been here to beg something to eat. We have had a rainy day and we all feel gloomy.

Sunday, 26th. Another long and lonely Sunday. I wish we could have attended church and Sunday school. We have been looking at the ladies all day. They have come in by the thousand that week. Floring band and they seemed to be rejoiced, but it has not seemed like Sunday.

Monday, 27th. I helped people take a Nocturnal and it blistered my hands, but it was good bed and I think I shall sleep better that it the bed is nice it will say me. We have not seen nothing to day.

Tuesday, 28th. This has been a gloomy day and we feel gloomy too. I have been wanting to see I cannot see all day. I recommended knitting me a pair of gloves but I cannot because when I will get them done.
Wednesday 4th. The times get a little worse every day. Mary
went off this evening and I don't expect that she will
come back any more but we are doing well with her. I will
have to go to work to help mamo.

Thursday 5th. We all went to work in good spirits.
This morning instead of going to visiting and being away
from home, we went to Egan's to meet the schooner. We
went to lunch at a hotel and then went to the Egan's
and returned.

Friday 6th. We all went out this morning to prepare
for the schooner. We don't think we have time to go to
the Egan's before we have to get ready to leave.

Saturday 10th. Everything seems to be quiet. I don't think
that it is the most sensible thing to leave us from
other homes. But I think it would be too hard to move Mama
since she is so weak. We can't do anything for her. We
are going to go.

Sunday 11th. We'll have him staying to rest to stay and fall
content. Mama went orders to chant. We're told she says
and she felt all right today.
Monday 12th. We commenced packing up our moose fur and not as much deerskin head up, town there was a chance for us to stay if he could get us to leave.

Tuesday 13th. Papa got us to increase to stay another night of us went to work in good earnest, thinking that we will get to stay I hope that we will get to stay same longer. I resolve so much.

Wednesday 14th. I hope it was a trial this time and that I got chins up my self to make the very warm, and tired but I suppose I will have to listen to what I have retiring all the learning and I think I will sleep right soundly to night if the Master to shoot little more.

Thursday 15th. We have general cleaning up this morning every thing seems to be all and I hope that it would stay to.

Friday 16th. I climbed till dinner and got through and I had good luck the rest of the coming we have had a real pleasant time of playing and I think I will sleep early to night.
Saturday 17 4th. Mamma went up to church this morning and I had to fetch horse for her. I stayed cleaning & shining until after this evening.

Sunday 18th. This has been a dark rainy day. We had stewed chickens for dinner.
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Monday 19th. Went over to Aunt Flora this evening & she is packing up to move to an empty house. I help her pack & that she is going away as it makes her so much.

Tuesday 20th. It has been raining nearly all day. I went up to church this evening to see Millie as my grandfather took there on a horseback while I was there. Father & Emma are packing up to leave.

Wednesday 21st. It is still raining. I have been making an application at the public school to get the reading taught. Maggie showed that she carries Maggie Vanderbilt. She died the first of month. I am so sorry I loved her so much.
Thursday 23. Monday a bad storm over to see Aunt to say by the last time we felt so sorry to see her after all the rain. But I went over to see Aunt. We had the last time we had so much rain. We had the last time we got washing and this is my first girl to see not to think that it will make me stay one of us all.

Friday 23. Miss got up the morning and went to washing in the rain and we could not get the coat and we couldn't all get the coat. We would not let me help her. My through was so rare that I can let not help her

Saturday 24. This has been a bright day and we all have been over cleaning up and have had so much rain that a room isn't any want gristle of day.

I came on the 21. of December last. I came on the morning Sunday with no such as cloudy weather. About a hundred and seventy we are all there.

We among 90. I have not done much to say. I have been up to the town to bid them to stay to a dinner tomorrow and will be the last time they are going to visit home. The most will feel so sorry to see her leave for the will feel so long some
Sunday, 27th. This has been a very quiet day. I went out to cut wood this morning and the sun was out. I have been doing some work on the farm. The weather has been very pleasant. I have been working in the fields and the air has been fresh. I have been feeling very well.

Thursday, 24th. The weather has been very pleasant this week. I have been working on the farm and the sun has been shining. It has been a very nice day.

Friday, 30th. I have been working on the farm this week. The sun has been shining and the weather has been very pleasant. I have been feeling very well.

Saturday, 1st. It has been a very quiet day. I have been working on the farm and the sun has been shining. It has been a very nice day.

Monday, 2nd. This has been a very quiet day. I have been working on the farm and the sun has been shining. It has been a very nice day.
Monday Oct. 4th: The news that Gen. Hood had got away caused tremendous烁to consternation among the residents. The federals returned nearly a week latter about 11 o'clock a.m. I saw them from the door to the house.

Thursday Oct. 4th: I finished writing little letters to try and get them up to them twice once as well as I feel so homesick and can't stay at home much. It was so that I was able to go to school.

Wednesday Oct. 5th: Meanwhile she has been working more out her hand so that she could get work after I got home. I went up to shunters and she was selling out to go more. She is so afraid that Gen. Hood will get back and commence shelling as the federals did. I had to blame her face I couldn't stay and shelled again if I couldn't get away. I had to pack everything and leave when the leaves.

These days I have been up to shunters nearly all day getting yam at grape and doll teacher. I am right busy shunters and the gooding and I don't know what I will do for some place to run to. It has been raining dreary all day.
Friday 7th. I have been extremely sick all day and during the night of anything it has cleared off but it is very weak and we are at sea that it will turn sick and we may look out for great

Saturday 8th. I was sick this morning and did not get up until after breakfast then got better to some degree and went up to dinner after dinner and she gave me so many midi cakes it has been eight o'clock and

Sunday 9th. I have been sick all most like now the time we had that the gentlemen had whip to do read an old man

Monday 10th. I heard a black woman to wash for
here to say I needed a turn and all came to assure
it is not proper to stay here we have a white heat last night

my

Friend 11th. We have been hotel coming to day we have got
some clothes washed and sent over in to day we have nothing to do all the rest of the week of we made not

by

Wednesday 17th. I made an up to day and my doll a dace I did not get up to see anything to day we are having nice pale fire this

now
Thursday 18th. We had quite a party here last night from being kept away to tell our story. They did not get there. Though they will speak a word of theirs do. I have turned foot toward it and that is all I have to say.

Friday 19th. I went to look to tell the story of this morning. When I came back, papas back walked and while we were at Mess. Sisters little creasy girl came in and she out up all sorts of things.

Saturday 20th. This has been a bad day. I have not done much this day about house work. I have been at home all day.

Sunday 21st. We had some nice beans for lunch last and some stewed homes fixed for dinner. I have been at home all day.
Monday 17th. I got up this morning and washed the dinner and cleaned up the house and fetched water whilst many was washing water was sick. I went

H. Hallet & Berry
H. Hallet & Berry

Tuesday 18th. I went up to chisture the hallows and ella com to see me this launing and we had a good time. She is the only relative that I know dat.

Wednesday 19th. Went to see,Kiley. I sewed on my over cil and in a Thursday and got through by then. I back paid for the platinum and got what to eat and had some luncheon and I made it and thought it was so far.

Thursday 20th. I went around to other relatives this launing. After I got through with my sewer. I have not done much work this week. Mama has bin too

burning the living paper east to eat me any week east.

Friday 21st. Mama furnished Papa boat to day and it is very nice and I hope that she will not be so furry so that I can get some I went my to

Haldie and she the she though that she would get odd.
Saturday 1864. This has been cold and rainy day. I have not been doing any thing but sitting by the fire.

Sunday 1864. This has been a wonderful day rain the sun has come out. Mama and Papa took a walk this evening and they say that they never saw so splendid town of like Atlanta in half of the hour we were down.

Monday 1864. I went to see Ellen. I14.

Tuesday 1864. I was out to spend the evening and I went around to spend the evening with some friends. We had a very nice time playing with our dolls and that is all I have to answer for I have had my doll dress up and I write tall tales. These many have to other that she was promt of the time.

Wednesday 1864. I have been working nearly all day today. I have left counting little while this evening and wish to have that she was going away and I want to go too have been going to papa all of the evening.
and both

Tuesday 17th I have him riding back to chaste all day

agging thing what she gave me she gave me very

thick drawn say that I have get the laugh dressing

fool of horses but I have got all well get for duty

in the count one that had left

oristan 18th about 2 lifted us this morning at eight

in clock we all feel no rest to think that

we are kept est was I don't know what I

will do if one place to remain too when I

got some more

Saturday May 20th We all have felt very lonesome to day

I went down to see all this this living and came by to

eustace house the looker very lonesome min.

eustace hang in

Sunday 21st I have been out with julia fenson this evening they

are all ready to move and it looks like every body is go-

going to leave here soon from the day that the road ways are

moving about war is almost left us this evening we all

were sorry to part with the him he has been away good

friend we
Monday, 31. All of the real boys have left from behind the garden and all the wonderers was not foolish but every thing seemed so great. Ella came out this morning and spent the evening with some.

Tuesday, 1st. I have been out some time an hour while Mama made me a piece of shore and I have been to count many once or twice.

Wednesday, 2nd. It has been calm and rainy day. I have cleaned to stay and steadied room too. Papa has made my shore to stay and they are very nice.

Thursday 6th. I have done some this morning and fixed some this evening. I have made my dirt to shoes and I had to stay in the house.

Friday 4th. Nothing of interest, but have happened to day it is the regret that the fields are rice going to have too many ants and we are afraid that we will have to leave too.

Saturday 5th. I have hurried to shore and from and a short man has been in very to dry up some rooks and I had to stay in the house.

I ran away, a old uncle leaving many things and the servant to other states this morning to see if she was going away and she that she was not going to stick late to see how it
Monday 28th. Every Debbie came to him from on the block. They were haying around trying to get out of sight. Fear that they would see us and take them.

Wednesday 5th. This is Jenny's birthday and she has been very sick. She has not been out since this morning. Early last night she took her out of the room and brought her around to look for him and every where that we have searched for him and everywhere that we have searched for him we will have to hear was heard.

Wednesday 13th. Aunt Martha got fevered last night and began to speak to Jesus and we have been bringing things home that she gave.

Thursday 14th. Aunt and Uncle John to dry and we spent the day by the clock and I haven't eaten nor been in the afternoon. Aunt Martha did not get up to dry and we hope that she will be.

Friday 15th. This is the last day that we have come out to Shattanoy and we are to decided to stay here now. Aunt Martha went down to the church and we all expect that got of and she has not been back.
Saturday 12th. We fighting almost to death last night. Some
men holes to made to set a fire in definite part
of the town. I could not go to sleep for fear that they would
set any house on fire. We all said the wet few days are far
they feel that would set the last house on fire as they
had to leave this place.

Sunday 13th. The federal soldiers have been coming to day and
burning house and I have been looking at them come in near
all day.

Monday 14th. They came burning all around the town to day. I did
not hear it because they burnt the last house before they
left. We went deced.

Tuesday 15th. This has been a dreadful poor day. They have
been burning all around us. We tried to count to save
us but we know what movement that they are. Our house on
fire as we have had a good deal for these civilians
and we feel a little more settled.
Wednesday 16th. Oh what a night we had as the commandery hours the main about night it looked like the half town on fire we all sat up all night if we had not left all our house would have been burnt up for the fire was very near and the road was wide going as close to town house on fire when they not watch the blow very badly they all left the town about one o'clock this evening and over glad when they left for nobody know what we have suffered since they came.

Thursday 17th. Everything was so quiet we were afraid that they destroyers will come back and finish burning the town but they went they had some confidence some in here to say an other town and load of many people saying what they can say we have lost. We have after fire self alone thing.

Friday 18th. We children have been thinking about today seeing what we could do and mention have bee trying to returning up for the house and turn up no back.

Saturday 19th. Mama and me have time coming another we have begun to feel at home but it was not look at them or the betterman all met to eat the besty ball andselected cakes in other are light in town.
Saturday 20. There have been a cold and rainy day but the country people have been in town etching and shoveling.

Moondays 22. There have been a hard day etching and shoveling and we have not done much of the per.

Tuesday 23. It is just enough to clay Venice the federate house is being sold and many men say that they feel very poor but we have not got nothing but all to howare it is still ever so.

Wednesday 23. It is lin here. I learnt to day. I went over with Ella to the city hall to get some his bymate contact did not get any Bow come home and I went to do before Ella to her Lunas wing.

Thursday 24. Ella went down to get wood for the winter and mama has been working and I have been cleaning better. She was not very well and feel very some.

Friday 25. We have been very some to clay paper bag. Some of the country folks picking out every thing else. Better these stand all night with us.
Saturday, 26th. I send this card now and in the afternoon I pick up Pavel and Natasha came home. Papa and grand father are back.

27th. I send this card now and take everything here and they don't think that we'll others are here.

Sunday, 27th. I have been picking up nails today and I am about to go down.

Monday, 28th. I have been picking up nails again and it has made me sore.

Tuesday, 29th. I have been picking up nails again and it was very long until they got the road fixed up for me to roam around. I hope that we can be together again.
Thursday, December 7th: This linen refb a pleasant day I have linen to do it did not take long.

Friday 8th: Ella came off here this evening and bade an hent of us made cards.

Saturday 9th: I have been busy a little pretty mind my pots to eat, mama has been making bread again.

Sunday 10th: It is as well a sunny evening as Ella came off this evening and we all took a walk and went sweet gum.

Monday 11th: I was up by times this morning got ready for school and about half past eight to walk off at last I like her very much, and I think that she is a very nice teacher.

Tuesday 12th: Cousin Pink Smith came here today to see us she was bust from chaco and his last week article little baby she is trying to get back her and another battle.
Wednesday 7th. This has been a tedious day for me and for Captain Manet, but the election was broken up I had a little writing this morning at eight o'clock and made some notes to me and I think it very useful that I had to cook breakfast and dinner and supper.

Thursday 8th. I have been boiling and scrubbing house and writing on mame and tetter and laying. I have heard from Montoeggy bread and seeds to cook everything.

Friday 9th. I mused up some bread last night and I am glad that the weather is so fine. I can get I am making things to go on the tree. Ballet and more going to have a them together. The hand is a sold salt cake.

Saturday 10th. This has been so cool that I would wet the bread.
Sunday April 16th. It has been so cold to day that I have not done much cooking to day. I hoed corn this morning and washed chicken to day. I am glad that she came for I am getting tired of cooking.

Monday. I have been making things for the tree. Mr. Harris has helped me make things for the tree.

Tuesday April 17th. I have cooked a room sweet on and fire to take with me to the mecom with him.

Wednesday. Papa started to mecom this morning. I have been weaver in making shoes and my weaver done all we feel very homesick when we see her. And she has no head we cannot get hair.

Thursday April 18th. Papa asked the doctor to day and they have

worry me I put down to miss letter and got sick to come to house and went to house. He is good.
Friday, 16th: Went down to Ellis Texter's and ran over the trees and put them all away very nicely.
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Saturday, 17th: Stayed all night with Mr. Adam Mitchell a friend. We looked for safe home but he never came.

Sunday: 18th: We are all well, but Mama has been lying down and I have been trying to read after dinner. Esther and me went to see Miss Spencer.

Monday, 19th: It has been pleasant to day. Ellis came to stay all night with me and just as we were going to supper boys came in and such fun as we all had. We were all glad to hear from Aunt Daisy.

Tuesday, 20th: Phone been busy, making presents all day. Went down to Mrs. Texters to make Mama Whip. Mat and us helped me. I think it so pretty. I think we will not get through with our presents. Christmas is getting so near.
Wednesday 24th 1864

Papa has to go back to Murray next week and we fear he will be put in prison. He has been busy all day making me a pair of shoes. I do hope he will get off the people are treating the citizens so mean that they are going with the Yankees.

Thursday 22nd. We went to get our Christmas tree. This evening it was very cold but we didn't feel it -- we were too excited about it.

Friday 23rd. I went down to Mrs. Levens and Ella and me planted the tree and finished marking the last present. We came home and strained some pumpkin to make some pies for Christmas.

Saturday 24th. I have been busy today making cakes to trim the tree and Ella and I have it all ready for tomorrow and we all are going to night to see it. I think it looks very pretty and we will be sorry when it is all over.
Sunday 25th. We all went down last night to see the tree and how pretty it looked. The room was full of ladies and children, and Capt. Miller gave us music on the piano and tried to do all he could to make us enjoy our selves and we did have a merry time all come home perfectly satisfied. This has been a cold dark day but we all went down to see how the tree looked in day time but was not as pretty as at night.

Monday 26th. Papper left us this morning. He has gone to Macon to try for staying here with the Yankees or we are afraid they will put him in the army or we all feel very sad and sad.

Tuesday 27th. Some little girls came up last night and we had a concert and enjoyed our selves very much at one o'clock we let the tree fell and then came home and had a party now our Christmas ended with a hail storm.

Wednesday 28th. I have no Cristmas to day. I have bin studying the multiplication to day I have bin running a bout so much that it has made me sick.
Thursday 29th. I have been studying the 3rd line of the multiplication table and I think I will not do it very well
nor much come candy and wound up the Christmas I went to
Tack Chiefs Alley; I ate some and they thought it was very
nice.

Friday 30th. I have been studying the 4th line and I
find it harder than the 3rd. After I got the room
lines I went down to Mrs. Turrent and Mr. and Mrs. Ethel
had a little dinner and we had two bowls and rice and
potatoes for dinner and we had a very nice time of eating.

Saturday 31st. I learned the right line and I learn
it very well. It has been a cold day and we had to stay
in the house very close.

Monday, January 4th, 1864. This is now 8 years I woke up
this morning and went down to my parents house that
did not get nothing the farmers is to hard. I stayed
at home most all evening and then I went down to Mrs. Turrent
and I found Annie. I left there and we played around
there and then we came around home and we sat
down and wrote a little. I left and then Ethel and Ann
went home.
Monday 8th. We all started to school this morning to Mrs. Matilda Helen Me and Bolton studying arithmetic, spelling, reading and geography were trying to see which will learn the most.

Thursday 8th. I had a hard geography lesson and also came home with me and we started like the geography until we were nearly it perfect we have to study it very hard and we don't get time to do much of any thing but we have been playing along enough to spend our time on our books.

Wednesday 11th. Mother revised me in the multiplication table and she said that we knowred the multiplication table very well I had all my lessons perfect after I came home mama sent me over to ask Sally to tell if she had got a letter from papa but she didn't get any mama feels very anxious about.

Thursday 5th. I had good lessons today when I came home the rooming Dora Johnson was here I was glad to see her I had not seen her since the first commencement and being whilst we were sitting supper papa came home and we were glad to see him.
Friday 6th. After we got done with our lessons M'lissa and Kate
were called and we all threw an pop up enough to have a
party pulling and we went for Dora and Mary B.  
we all came home with our homely yet of candies and
itty well pleased. Dora stayed all night with us and
we had a nice of playing after we came home.

Saturday 7th. Papa went back down to Grandpa's this
morning. Dora stayed until eleven o'clock and we played
chickers and she went home with her to learn the
way and after she came home ella rent for me and
I went down and she was there we played until mama
rent form me to come to supper.

Sunday 8th. This is from a
home come day I have not been
any obdly. I wish they would have the sunday school
and church up again

Monday 9th. I got up early this morning and I had
a good deal to do before school time but I got my good
time and I had perfect home and it rained so
that mam no had to send for me let and
January 10th. A few school is out because and I went over to Mrs. Johnston and Rosa came home with us and stayed all night with us it was a very unpleasant evening and it was dark before we got home.
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Wednesday 11th. I went to school this morning and got there with mom noon and she stayed with me until after school and then you and I went part of the day with Miss.

Thursday 12th. Mary Johnston came over and spent the day with us. They had a very pleasant time and we had to go home with her afterward is out.

Friday 13th. We had to have speeches and Miss Miss this evening. I went to Cousin Kate's to dinner and Ella came with the evening and had a table. I went home with the girls and stayed all night with them.

Saturday 14th. I came home this morning and wrote and I went over to Mrs. Johnston's and spent the day and we had nice time and we had a candy pulling at night when we came home and went to bed.
Sunday 5th. I went to church this morning. Rev. Hamity preached the sermon ordinary and we all left church soon after the sermon. Wind out to the seaward.

Monday 6th. Waked up at school, only the morning and had perfect classes all day. Ended one week and that was by myself and got stunned.

Tuesday 7th. A fine school, went after flowers, to make our flower garden and it was dark before going home.

Wednesday 8th. Went down to school in the morning and shipped butter, but in Jason we got down, and she lets us out to start the fruit at once.

Thursday 9th. Went down to school this morning and did not take time to get effects considerably say any brown.

May 10.
Friday 23rd We had school this morning and when I came home Mrs. Thaxter had rent some ground for and they were very nice.

Saturday 24th It had been raining all night and we had to stay in the same place. I had my hat on went down to Elles. I tried to get my father to fix the car words out in the deluge.

Sunday 25th I and Bodeb and Jim went to church in the rain and there was not many out.

Monday 26th. 16th

Monday 27th It had been raining all day but we went to school and had perfect show all the morning. Our teacher was very good. I have constructed the deluge all day.

Tuesday 28th This has been a very cold day but school good fire in the schoolroom and we did not feel it much.

Wednesday 29th It is still cold and it does not get no better. I think it the coldest winter that I ever see and we heard that three men froze to death and a little girl and a lady too.
Thursday 24th Mrs. Cotton says that she is going to stop teaching school after this week and Sam very sorry to hear that but it is all over and we were thinking to part.

Extract:

"Thursday 24th. This is the last day of school. I will have all the girls acting this evening and it rained pretty heavily last night so it is still cold.

Saturday 28th. I went down to see Mrs. Cotton and enjoyed lunch and became home with my many friends. It was very warm and comfortable in the parlor.

Sunday 29th. Spent the morning in school and then I went to the Methodist church in the evening. It was very hot and I had a very hard time in the sun.

Wednesday 31st. Started to school to Miss Cobb. I haven't talked much to day, but I hope I will talk more telling them to get our lessons perfect before we leave them."
Tuesday 31st. I think Mrs. Cole much better to-day and I think she will learn more than any teacher that ever went to.

Wednesday 1st. We had to do work back through while I was filling wash all of our others know good.

Thursday 2nd. We have been sent back to do our recit three times to-day spelling lesson and I hope that we can be sent back no more Mrs. Cole not to nips a cross.

Friday 3rd. We had all good actors today and we also came home rejoice it was Friday coming.

Saturday 4th. Went over to Mrs. Phelps for morning and she gave me some good news. This morning I and Ella went out to get some flowers to go in our flower garden but we were tired and I think we'll go to bed soon.
Sunday 7th I went to church this morning and we had a very nice service and there was a good many out. It rained so hard that Mama could not go and in the evening I went to Sunday school. Mrs. Salt's Mill is my teacher this week. Brain's birthday.

Monday 6th It was cold and raining this morning so we were not in a very good hurry to get to school. We all knew our lessons perfect. This morning so we had not to go to work. This was paper birth day.

Tuesday 7th It is still cold. We had a pretty snow when we came home from school. Ello and Bud Gerhart was here today. Tornam Bull was do and all went out into the yard and we all had a nice time of it.
Tuesday 8th This day was a bright day and the snow is all melted but we can get a supply to eat. We had perfect oxens to day but school.

Thursday 11th It has been a cold day but the men were a bless to us.

Friday 10th Miss Mary Turner set us out early this morning and sent Doze to the store and Ella and I thought that we wanted to have a Concert some went a courser and got Anne and Willy and in vited the boys and they all come and had a nice concert.

Saturday 11th We did not get up until late this morning we set off so late last night. Ella and I went to see Mr. Johnson and we had a nice time of playing.

Sunday 12th I went to church to see Uncle Thieren preach and there was a good many out. The church was crowded.
Monday, Feb. 13. 1685

Mancion. The weather has been perfect brown to day it is fine clear to day but cold.

Thursday, Feb. 18. This has been a cold day it would 

become a little while and then it would grow and 

the ground was so soft that one could 

walk on next to school and chaps Mary 

told us to go to bed here and she said that it 

was so cold that we could not study this has 

been written times away I got a collection I think 

it came from old books here over right it 


Wednesday 13th I did not go to school today the 

there is to school it got warmer to night bright 

to the next coat up the 

Amile the to me he art measure if 

I could go to the concert and margina 

again you and I am forgot my self very 

much.

There was in the new year has time at eat 

tea last night no Harvard come here must 

frosh. Where this to school a year ago my 

today but old at first now our house very well
Friday 19th. The weather was pleasant. I got through our house work this morning and went out.

Saturday 18th. We went down to Marchman's and had a play. We all enjoyed our time. We very much. I have been writing stories. Above which manner in garden it is so pleasant.

Sunday 19th. I went and I went to school and Uncle Jane preached more or less so she could not go a visit the next Sunday school. This evening it has been a nautical day. Ella and Aunt Sally late this evening.

Monday 20th. We will not have no school this week as our teacher moved. I have been helping mama around today. Ella and Jeff also up here this morning.

Thursday 24th. I went down to the library office and when of camps back. I went up to see Monsieur Poirier. I like the book very much. Eddie was going to show a capacity faster here to right.
Wednesday 22th. We had a nice time last night as had a crowd of little children. Went over to front yard with Ello to get room. Bartho. and Mr. Teters and Ello out to the meeting

Thursday 23rd.

Thursday 23rd.
Thursday 13th. I went to a family funeral last night. Cousin [illegible] and [illegible] went till one o'clock this morning. The girls there only Mary Monday and every self it was for George Lady and ami. Had been raining all day. I found my shirt of my dress, and then I went down to Mrs. Furrer.

Friday 14th. I have not done any thing to day. I sit up so late last night that I have felt sleepy. It has been raining all day.

Saturday 15th. I have been hindering house work all day. It has been raining all day.

Sunday 16th. I went to church this morning and [illegible] Preacher. Mama was sick, so she could not go. I went to Monday school. This day windy.
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Monday 20th. Miss Mary began teaching school this morning in the hall next of the Presbyterian church.
Wednesday 5-6
Thursday 6-6 It’s been raining all day but I went down to Mrs. Tates and they raged that they were looking for hot clothes because rains

Friday 10th It is still raining all day and they will it to rain

Saturday 11th Sand Ella and mother has been busy out hunting some flowers. Ella has been up here all day.

Sunday 12th I stayed all night with Ella last night and we had a nice time. I went over to Trinity again and I be here I will go there all the time. Much chiggles preached

Monday 13th It has been such a frightful day Ella and I went over to Mesch. Chiggin to carry him same person, this caussing

Tuesday 14th It was raining again this morning and I was so easy
Wednesday 15-45. It has not quit raining yet. It looks like it will not quit raining.

Thursday 16. We had to get our harron over to play and I hope that I have to go back to our harron over again.

Friday 17. This morning after school I went down to Ello Fortes and we had so much fun.

Saturday 18. This has been a beautiful day and Annie Lee and Ello Fortes has been of hers to play.

Sunday 19. I went over to the Trinity Sunday school and we have such a nice time over there and this evening I went over to Missie Koshelene.

Monday 20. I went to school to day that I did not have to go to my desk.

Tuesday 21. Ella came up here this morning and we went down to Ello Adam and Georgina T. was down there.
Wednesday 22nd It is such a beautiful day and
I went down to Ella's and we had so much fun

Thursday 23rd I went down to Mrs. Addison and
George Jones was down there and they said thay was going to have a concert

Friday 24th We had a nice time of playing and
we played all sorts of other funny plays Mrs.
Hermon and went away to day

Saturday 25th It is such a peaceful day and
me and mama chased up the house and
then I helped with the yard and then I got going

Sunday 26th I went to Trinity mission school
and to the Wesley Chapel

Monday 27th I knew my devotion very well
To day after school this morning I went
down to Mrs. Feters
Sunday 28. I went down to Mrs. Aplanam to see Ethel and then Ella came down there and we had so much fun.

Wednesday 29. I did not have to go back to my Aunt's today and I love her all of my lessons perfect today.

Thursday 30. This evening after school I went down to Mrs. Lester's to call.

Friday 31. This evening Ella came up to see me and then we went down to Mrs. Lester's.

Saturday at 11. Georgia Pounds came over to the nursery, and when I came back I made my fee and sent Capt. Willard to fool her, and then in the evening Willard and I went up to see Mr. & Mrs. Then

Sunday 2. This Morning I went across to the university and then in the afternoon I went up to the Thirty Cleft.
Monday 3. I knew all of my lessons well to day.

Tuesday 4. I had to go to my bed to die with my sickness. I went to bed meeting this evening.

Wednesday 5. I went up to see aunt Jennie and uncle Phelps.

Wednesday 7. It has been raining to day so I could not go to school.

Thursday 6. 7 + 2 - 8 + 4 = 5

Thursday 17th 1865. Robert Brown

Baron
May 1st. Monday. I have neglected my book so long that well now begin again. I have visited Mrs. Cole and talked to Miss Fannie Holmes. She has been my teacher before. We have Thunmistics now and all hostility has passed. So a while and we hope we will have peace. This is the first day of May. Ella and I made a wreath and wound it around Miss Fannie May.

Maggie D.

Tuesday

May 2nd. We all went to school as usual, there is a great agamay sickness in town. I went down to Mrs. Lute's to write a song and Ella stayed all night with me.

Wednesday 3rd. Ella and I got up early this morning and climbed of the house and got ready for school. After school we climbed turned up our hats, is flowers and flag a 'coat. The people say that the piece is made and we are back in the union. We have awful time now the soldiers are falling through.

Thursday 4th. We had very good lesson today, and after school I went down to Miss Lute's and we had room for Dear Corriss DAY.
Friday 31st We had holiday this evening Ella came off and spent the evening with me we worked out the closet and after we got the done we trimmed some ones dolls hats

Saturday 1st This morning I washed my doll clothes and mat and I went of one to the silly hall and then in the evening I read my doll clothes I went down to Mrs. Sher and Papa came home when I was down this

Sunday 2nd Papa said say that he did not like to hear Mr. Higgen preach as well as he is much better.

I went to Sunday school this evening and we did not have good singing at all

Monday 3rd After school This evening it rained. When I came home from school this evening the Yankee was here after that burns all around the garden we was afraid that they would trouble us.
Sunday 9th. I went home from school with Ella and our dolls got married and we did have a nice time of playing. Annie Lee and Willie Blackburn was there.

Wednesday 10th. We went on to school the whole town was full of Yankee and it did make us mad to see the Yankees here again in a back of the town.

Thursday 11th. Cousin Eva said all night with about might he came up with a gun. Brown they are a going to take him to hanging to city we are a afraid that they will hang him they are after President Davis but we hope that they will not get him they have got tents all around town yard.

Friday 12th. Our school burned out room this evening and Ella and I went up to almost if simu and she was not at home and so we went home to Mrs. Sue and she was not at mother and Ella and I came back to Mrs. Lets.

Saturday 13th. I went down to Mrs. Lets and Miss Annie said that she would come down to all the houses and Ella and I would come to the Paine.
Sunday 14th I went over to Trinity Sunday school this morning and this evening I went to weekly set oh we have such nice Sunday schools

Monday 15th I went to school today and we all had a part good lesson

Tuesday 16th oh how hot it is today and it is such beautiful weather now

Wednesday After school this evening I went down to Ella and we played with her doll and we had such a nice time

Thursday 17th I care thinking of having our friends tomorrow

Friday 18th We did not have our friends today it was raining too day so we could not have it
Saturday 20th. My Annie Ella and I went out to aunt Pain and we had such a nice time out there and Deha is such a nice little girl.

Sunday 21st. I got reddie this morning and we went to Sunday school to day and then I got reddie to go and went to Werry church and school.

25th

Monday 22nd. We went to school this morning and I had good lessons all day.

May 1862

Tuesday 23rd. Mrs. Melott Ella and I went to the Bobbi's picnic to day and we all had such a nice time. The Yankee band played for us and we did all have such a nice time and when we came home we went to calling.

Wednesday 24th. I went to school to day and we all had good lessons.

Thursday 25th. We all got reddie for the post tommorrow.
Friday 26th. We all went to the pick-nick and we all had a nice fish and we had nice dinner. We went out to Mr. Armfield's and we marched out to the field and we played croquet and we played tennis time and thus we had such a nice dinner and thus we played.

Saturday 27th I help clean up the house and then I got my Sunday school lesson.

Sunday 28th. I got up this morning and got ready for Sunday and then in the evening I went to Wesley Chapel.

Monday 29th. I went to school this morning and had good brown today.

Tuesday 30th. Miss Fannie came home with Ella this evening to stay all night with her.

Wednesday 31st. We all went to school and we all had good brown.

June Thursday 1st. We all got ready for the picnic to morrow.
Friday 2nd. We all got up early this morning and got ready for the picknicks we went to school and then we all m.

Saturday 3rd. I went off this morning and arrived at the home of my friend Ellen came off here to ask mamma if I could go down to her home to have a little dinner. We had mechanic dinner.

Sunday 4th. The Macomber's did not come off here until late to go to Sunday school.

Monday 5th. P'ty day in anchor pretty day and we could not do no good.

Tuesday 6th. Mrs. Fannie came home with me and to stay all night with me and I expect she will have a nice time.

Wednesday 7th. We had a nice
Thursday 8th. I has been such a nice day and so warm, too.

Friday 9th. It was not so pretty to day.

Saturday 10th. Bella Pain stayd all day with ella and we all cooked a little dinner.

Sunday 11th. I did not rise very early this morning but did readin' for sunday school.

Monday 12th. I rose very early this morning and got readin' for school.

Tuesday 13th. It has been a week to day now. Miss Fannie stayd all night with me.

Wednesday 14th. Mrs. Cole came up from Schenectady was so glad to see her.

Thursday 15th. I do not like to go to school when the days are so warm.
Friday 16th. We all had to stay at the Capitol this evening and the capels of the state all came.

Saturday 17th. Cousin Marcellus Marham came to day from New York oh how glad we was to see him.

Sunday 18th. I don't have much to say about church.

Monday 19th. I got up this morning and made up my bed and I had to wait for Ella so long after school this evening I went up town with Mrs. Jacobs.

Thursday 20th. I went to church meeting and then I came home and I went up town.

July 1st, 1865. It has been such a beautiful day and I did know myaran very well.

Sunday I went to church and did know very well.
Monday 9th. I hope that it would before night it is so warm.

Tuesday 9th. I went to clar meeting and then I went down to Ella. I knew my lessons very well today oh what good news happened this evening Anna and Carrie Emma came home and so did Wednesday 5th. I have not much to write today a band oh willie has grown so much I would not have known him

Thursday 6th. Oh we was so glad to see her sons in Marcellus came first and the auntie and cousin Emma

Friday 7th. I have been hot to day oh it is hot at got to school in the rain

Saturday 8th. I have had to work to day for Nellie has been sick all day. Grandma Dovy came up this morning
Sunday 7 th. I did not go to Sunday school this morning for it was rainy. Grandma nursed her all of the time nearly.

Monday 10 th. They was not any school to day for Miss Hannah went to Griffin Monday late this evening. Ella and I went up to Ann Jennie.

Tuesday 11 th. Ella and I stayed all night with Aunt Jennie. Oh we had such a nice time. I do love her and Uncle Cheggen and Willie. When I came home this evening who do you reckon was here? Grandma Key.

Aug. 12 th. Grandma and I went to see Aunt Key. I love to go to see her.

Wednesday 13 th. I went to school and knew my lesson very well.
Thursday 3rd. This is my birthday. Grandma and Aunt Jennie and Uncle Phizfen were here and spent the day. With me. I did not go to school today nor had a very pleasant day. I was alone.

Friday 4th. Today is Uncle Phizfen's birthday and I was up at three but went to school and Uncle Phizfen was 33.

Saturday 5th. I did not go to school today it is rain.

Sunday 6th. I went to church and heard Dr. Stratton preach.

Monday 7th. Sister Maggie is eight months old today and Grandma was looking in her mouth and found a tooth.

Tuesday

Thursday 12th. Nothing of interest has happened this week.
Sunday 13th. I went to the Pabodie's yesterday school in the morning and then to church and back to Sunday-school in the evening to 1st Wesley.

Monday 14th. I went, Agnie and Sannie started to school.

Tuesday 15th. We all knew our lesson very well.

Wednesday 16th. There is nothing thing of interesting has occurred to day.

Thursday 17th. has not been to school this week.

Friday 18th. We did not have any lesson to day.

Saturday 19th. I went up to cousin Emma and to Aunt Jane.

Sunday 20th. I went to Sunday school over to the Pabodie Sunday school.
Monday 21st, We all went to school today and learned all of our lessons.

Friday 22nd, This morning of the school this morning, I kissed sister Maggie.

Wednesday 23rd, I went up to converse this afternoon.

Thursday 24th, This afternoon Auntie came home, she has been up to Nashville Tennessee after uncle Markham; she got his arm broke.

Friday 25th, I went to Miss Fannie room of the school to see if she was any better, but not as she is.

Saturday 26th, I got up very early this morning and while washed the heaths and cleaned up the house.
Sunday 27th We all went to church and Uncle Thigpen preached he preached on
Christian eulogy

Monday 28th I went to school this day and Miss
Hannie was not there she was rick

Tuesday 29th Miss left this morning
and I had to get up this morning
and help mina

Wednesday 30th I got up this morning and
cleaned up the house and went by tree
if ships Hannie was well enough to
go to school but she was not

Thursday 31st Miss Hannie was well enough
to go to school

Friday 2nd
Friday 1st Sept. - This morning Mrs. Allen's cow was here and Miss Simpson was here.

Saturday 2nd - I went to Mr. Barn's yard to get hay and we had a good dinner.

Sunday 3rd - I went to church this morning and a Heathite of high preachers.

Monday 4th - I got sick this morning and cleaned up the house and went to school. I knew all of my lessons very well.

Tuesday 5th - Nothing new this morning at all.

Wednesday 6th - Jack was over here this morning.

Thursday 7th - We will write to school.
Friday 8th. We all sayed our speeches and composition
This evening Mrs. Fannie turns us out sooner because
it is Friday evening.

Saturday 9th. I helped mamo cut carpet rags all nearly
yet do not like to cut them. I like teach my fingers on
them.

Sunday 10th. I got up this morning and looked over
my sunday school lessons and went to Sunday school
at the first Bapchis church and then came home and go to church and then to Sunday
school ones at the Wesley Chaphere.

Monday 11th. I went to school this morning and
learn all of my lessons very well all day and
when I came from home I stopped at it shops.
Iannie soon to help me make things to
go in to the grab bag we made a good many
things to go in to it.
Thursday 12th. I had to stop at Mrs. Pannell again this evening, we did not make as many things as we made yesterday evening.

Wednesday 13th. Went to school and knew all of the lessons very well.

Thursday 14th. Ella cried all day about something but would not tell any body.

Friday 15th. Ella told me what Capt. Minor had to say and had quit after that and had run him out of the State of Georgia.

Saturday 16th. I was very busy today for I had to cut out a set of sages.

Sunday 17th. I went to church this morning at the Wesley Church and then in the evening went to Sunday school there.
Monday 18th. I got up early this morning and went after my books, mama said that I would have to stop school for she could not do the roads by herself.

Tuesday 19th. I got up this morning and cleaned up the house and got my lessons and then in the evening I went up to Aunt Jennie's.

Wednesday 20th. When I got up this morning it seemed like winter to me.

Thursday 21st. I have been learning my lessons all day and helping mama to hang out the clothes.

Friday 22nd. We have been cleaning all day and about eleven o'clock we got a bundle from grandma and then in the evening I went down to Mrs. Perris.

Saturday 23rd. This evening I ride and others.

Towery came to see me. They are such nice little girls and cousin Fannie and cousin Mary.

Towery 100. Cousin Emma 20. Where 100.
Sunday 24 th. I did not get up as soon this as lassuyday. I went to the Board's sunday and then to the Wesley Chapel.

Monday 25. I got my lessons and rayed there to Mayna, and then I went out to recall an old hat.

Miss Jenne left Dec 17th. 1865. Ella and I stayd all night with her the sot night that she would have to stay here. we stayd with Uncle Phifer all every day untill he went a way and he went away. Nov 30th. 1865. we grieved so much about his have to leave Atlanta. we did love him so much but oh how we loved him after she went a way.

Mo. 14th. 1865.
Friday December 1st: I have neglected my writing so long but nothing of interest has occurred except Uncle Thigpen learning here for Confence. I was sorry to part with him for a few weeks but hope that he will be sent back here but oh when Confence meets he was sent to Rome. Mr. Harrison was sent here in his place, I do not know him but I hope he will be as good as Uncle Thigpen for I did love him dearly. Cousin Marcellus was married last night. Mrs. Lowrow and Miss Griffin and Auntie Cousin Emma went dow to the wedding. They all will be up this evening to take tea with Auntie. I have been making Sister a new dress.

Saturday 2nd: The bridal party came up yesterday evening and they had a nice supper. I did want to go so bad, Auntie sent us some of the cake and nuts. I finished sister's dress this evening and took it to her in Town. I also went up to see Cousin Lowrow.

Dec 3rd: I did not go to Sunday school this morning but went to church and Auntie preaching. She, however, went to the dress formal. She was
Monday 4th. I have been nursing Sister Maggie all day she has got the whooping cough. This evening I went up to see Cousin Susan but she was gone out and I did not get to see her.

Tuesday 5th. This has been a dark day and not much rain I have done but little work today and got my lessons and nursed Sister Maggie. I had a hard sum to do to night so I have been trying to do it but I could not do it so papa come in and showed me how to do it.

Wednesday 6th. I have been sewing some to day and missing some to. It has been raining all day nearly. This evening I went down to Mrs. Hall’s to borrow Sister Arathomet’s to do some in to night.
Thursday 9th July this morning I went down to Ella to take her arithmetic home and she came home with me.

Friday 10th This morning Ella came up here to tell me that Uncle Pigpen had been there and I thought that he would not come up here. But me and Buddie was exploring and paper was as reading and Name was a running and such like There was at the door and paper hailed and he said to me his name and he said Pigpen I jumped up and said oh there I done I was so glad to see him.

Saturday 11th I went down to Mrs. Lester's this morning to see Ella and tell that Uncle Pigpen had been to see me too.

Sunday 12th I did not go to Sunday school this morning for I was sick it is cold this morning.
Monday 11th. I have been sick all day with the same ache that I have not done any thing but lying in a few beds.

Tuesday 12th. I have not got well yet so much as I was yesterday. The weather is cold and rainy.

Wednesday 13th. Ella came by this morning for me to go to see about fennec, but it is so muddy that we did not go.

Thursday 14th. Uncle Higgin came to see me this day and brought me a little bundle from Higgin, he had been to Rome.

Friday 15th. The weather is still cold and we had but a little of the time. I go with the well this world get better. I have not got to see ant to Fennec yet.

Sunday 16th. It has not cleared off yet till I came up here this evening.

Sunday 17th. I went to Sunday school this morning and to church and heard Mr. Harrison preach.
Monday 18th. I went up to Animas this morning to get her to see Cousin Minnie Dressen. This evening I got word of staying at home. I went down to the store with Papa and we went down to Mrs. Bougard's, shop to buy dress materials. It has been raining, and it is a bad day. To night we will have to stay here. It is most Christmastime and we want it to come so bad.

Tuesday 19th. I have not done much to day. Cousin Laura and Cousin evening came downtown to see us. This evening the weather is still bad.

Wednesday 20th. The weather is still bad. Mama went to Dr. Cammel evening to see about her teeth.

Thursday 21st. Mama is going to make Cousin Minnie a bonfire she is done. Cousin Minnie Green.
Friday 22nd. I went down to Ella's this evening she came home with me. This morning I went up to Annie's.

Saturday 23rd. I have been getting my Sunday school lessons this evening. Ella was up here this morning.

Sunday 24th. It is a rainy day this morning. But I went to Sunday school and there was not any church or Sunday school. We had nothing to do but stay in the house and think about S. Clare coming to-morrow.

Feb. 1865

Monday 25th. We all were up this morning by him. The boys went out to see what were in our stockings. They were full of candies and nuts and apples. We got a lot of good many presents. To-day Mucha Markham came in with us presents. He gave me a bottle of hair oil and all of the rest a doll. Cousin Emma gave a doll basket. Auntie gave me a silver & Davids. It has been so rainy to-day that I could not catch any Boddie's who's Christmas gift.
Tuesday 26th. It has been a little more pleasant today. I went up to see Mr. Simeon and he gave me a fine packet. Mr. Abbott gave me a bottle of cologne and some candies.

Wednesday 27th. I stayed at home all of the morning and did not see any Chirtmaart at all but this evening I went over to the store and they all had a Chirtmaart tree out at the labers. I drew a little shade and again drew little horse and Puddie a little gun.

Thursday 28th. I have been at home all of the morning not doing much of any thing. The Jack ment 15 days moved over to Mrs. Jack. It has very cold to day.

Friday 29th. I have been dressing of miss's doll hat and ironing too Mrs. Maggie and Mr. James and Aunt Davis spent the day with me and after.
Saturday Oct 7th. It has been a cold and raining day
Christmas is now over with and we will all have to
 go to work Monday

Sunday 16th. Dec. 1865

Sunday 9th. It has been raining to day and I went
to Sunday school. There was not any church nor any sunday
school either.
January 1st, 1866.

Monday, 1st. I have commenced a new year in my book, and I will try to write it better than I did last year. Papa says that I must get up soon this morning and do a big day's work, but I have not done very much. I sewed three handkerchiefs that was all of the sewing I done. It has been raining all day.

Tuesday 2nd. I has not rained any to day, but it has been cloudy all day. I have been mending my dress for school. Brodie and I began ours eithering a gain last night.

Wednesday 3rd. We Have rented out our Kitchen, and I have been helping Mama clean out the safe and clean up the dining room for the wedding.

Thursday 4th. I began to make Janice a dress but did not do any thing much about it. Tis is so cold I can't work much we all are glad to help warm Ella came up here and went with me to the shoemakers but I did not get any they were all too late.
Friday 5th. I finished Fanny's dress this evening and went up to Aunties! Mama went down to cousin Pink's Backless and

Saturday 6th. I went out a visiting this evening for the first time in a long time Julia brought and had a very nice time and came by to see Uncle Harrison. I think I will like him as well as Miss Diggin.

Sunday 7th. I went to Sunday school this morning and went to church and heard Uncle Harrison preach and then went to Sunday school this afternoon.

Monday 8th. This evening I went over to see Miss Molly Cole to ask her if she would take Willie Wally for a scholar.

Tuesday 9th. I have been making a tablecloth and this evening got so tired of staying at home so I went up town and bought some candy and after I came home Aunt Wesley came in a little while she had been up to Aunties
Wednesday, 10th. I have finished the tablecloth and this evening I played with Maggie, and then to night, Daddy repaired we did twelve invers with out asking papa but two. Mama had the headache so she went to bed.

Thursday, 11th. I have not done any work today but went with Maggie, Ellen Smith and came out to see us and ella came up here towns.

Friday 12th. This is a winter day that I have been idle. This evening I went down to Mrs. Siers and we all had a great play.

Saturday, 13th. I get my sister’s dress this morning, and stretched my Sunday school lessons. Mama bought me a new dress.

Sunday 14th. I went to Sunday school this morning and went to church to hear Brother Pain preach. This evening it rained so that we could not go to Sunday school.
Monday 15th. We all started to school this morning through the mud and rain when we got there we found Mrs. Cole ready for us. Mrs. Cole had seven scholars she all got a long very well.

Tuesday 16th. It is still muddy but we can go to school yet we all got very good lessons and got along very well.

Wednesday 17th. This evening Cousin Emma and Melba came down here, we have had very good lessons to day.

Thursday 18th. Mrs. Merpie came over here this evening. Papa went down to Grandpapa's this morning and this evening I went down to Elias.

Friday 19th. This evening Ella came up here to see me and this to night she came up all here to stay all night with me. We had a nice time.
Saturday 20th. This morning Millie Healy came and here to see Baddie, this evening I made my dolla Barnes.

Sunday 21st. I did not go to Sunday school nor church it was so cold.

Monday 22nd. It was cold this morning, but not raining. I did not know my spelling so well this morning.

Tuesday 23rd. It is still cold this morning, but I hope that it will be warmer this morning.

Wednesday 24th. It is a little warmer today. I knew my lessons very well today.

Thursday 25th. It was raining this morning, and we went to school.

Friday 26th. We all glad to have school today.
Saturday 27th

Sala F. Lincoln

W. Emmons

Hammond

Brant

Y. Bennett

Emma Steen

Emma Bee Campbell
If all the words home is
the sweetest. When people are from their homes as they were
some years ago, they think that there was no place like
it. What a charmable sight that word home. There a
father welcomes with fond affection, there are brothers kind
sympathetic; there is a peace brothers are infused taught
her way given to keep the company of peace; there
is a loved sister, the companion of happy days.
To be at home is the only wish of the traveler on the
stern seas of the world. "In the language
of wheat repelled, greenwood is thine again." I would
not live here always; no, not for all the gold mines
of the world's mines, not for all the precious
of his kingdom, not for all the pleasures of his
flashing fields, no, not for all the castles of his
world, I would.
There is one absent, none stronger
enough, words will wonder back to that
endearing word. HOME. Home can be made very happy
when there is peace and love. A foot from age
may go to Heaven to see Corp land or any where else.
like the sea, as he is crossing the ocean, his mind will
still thinking the dear one at home, of his
Oh woman! woman! thou loveliest spirit of the land of dreams—thou brightest angel of the waking world—how little do the dull casuists, who, in the calm tones of cold philosophy, discuss the unfathomable secrets of the human heart, know of the boundless riches of this most selfless love! how little guess the heavenly purity of thy angel soul! And when the great account shall come, and the buried secrets of all hearts shall be laid bare before the assembled world, how many a tale shall come to light of thy pure, unaltering devotion, which shall make the wretches that have betrayed thee find in thy forgiving smile the heaviest punishment for the wrong, which on earth have rushed thee to despair!

The Popular Vote Since 1828.—The following table exhibits the number of votes cast at each of the Presidential elections for the past twenty-five years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>No. of Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>1,169,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1836</td>
<td>1,339,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>1,501,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>2,469,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848</td>
<td>2,764,031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these figures, it will be seen that the number of voters in the country in 1848, was nearly equal to the whole population of the country, at the close of the Revolutionary war.

The Electoral Majorities Since 1828.—Jackson’s (Dem.) majority in 1828 98
Van Buren’s  1832 133
Harrison’s (Whig)  1836 46
Polk’s (Dem.)  1844 174
Taylor’s (Whig)  1848 65
Pierce’s (Dem.)  1852 probably 235
Gen. Fillmore has, beyond doubt, beaten all former competitors in the Presidential race, since the existence of the present parties.

The HEART—THE HEART.

The heart—the heart! oh! let it be
A true and bounteous thing;
As kindly warm, as nobly free,
As eagle’s nestling wing.
Oh! keep it not, like miser’s gold,
Shut in from all beside;
But let its precious stores unfold,
In mercy, far and wide.
The heart—the heart, that’s truly blest,
Is never all its own;
No ray of glory lights the breast
That beats for self alone.

The heart—the heart! oh! let it spare
A sigh for other’s pain;
The breath that soothes a brother’s care
Is never spent in vain.
And though it throb at gentlest touch,
Or Sorrow’s faintest call,
’Twere better it should ache too much,
Than never ache at all.
The heart—the heart, that’s truly blest,
Is never all its own;
No ray of glory lights the breast
That beats for self alone.

The Mother.—A writer beautifully remarks that a man’s mother is the representative of his Maker. Misfortune, and even crime, sets up no barriers between her and her son. While his mother lives, he will have one friend on earth who will not listen when he is slandered, who will not desert him when he suffers, who will soothe him in his sorrows, and speak to him of hope when he is ready to despair. Her motherly attachment knoweth no decline; her affection flows from a pure fountain, and ceases only at the ocean of eternity.
Democracy of Henry.

We are pleased to announce that the Democracy of Henry have nominated our friend Luther J. Glenn, Esq., as a candidate for the Senate. Mr. Glenn was one of the leaders of the Union organization and has been among the foremost in the great work of reconciliation and harmony. Possessed of talents of a high order, a popular speaker, and an experienced politician, his antagonist will gain no laurels in the contest. Mr. Glenn having always been a devoted Democrat, will call out the full strength of the party, while his character for firm integrity and genuine goodness of heart, will go far to cool the ardor of the opposition. Access to him, and to the cause.—Macon Telegraph.

Names.

New York is called the Empire State; Connecticut, the Freestone State; and sometimes the Land of Wooden Nutmegs; Massachusetts, the Bay State; Vermont, the Green Mountain State; New Hampshire, the Key Stone State; Virginia, the Old Dominion; Delaware, the Diamond State; North Carolina, the Old North State; South Carolina, the Palmetto State; Louisiana, the Creole State; Mississippi, the Bayou State; California, the El Dorado State. The inhabitants of Ohio, are called Buckeyes; of Iowa, Hawkeyes; of Illinois, Suckers; of Indiana Hoosiers; of Michigan, Wolverines; of Wisconsin, Badgers.

The Bridal Hour.

BY A. H. T.

It is an hour when hearts can have no tears.
When joy's sweet presence only can be known.
When pleasant smiles efface the maiden's tears.
And gentle accents breathe the witching tone.
The magic ring a holy crescent bears,
And throws delight upon the conscious gaze
Upon that arm the blessing tenderly bends.
And kisses—'Tis a holy phrase.

It is an hour when every fleeting sigh
Is gone forever from the lingers heart.
When tears of joy are banished from the eye.
And selfish Man from self must be apart.
When care and love, and many tendernesses
Must all keep watch beside the light of Love,
And women trust her future happiness.
To man below, and angels from above!

It is an hour when gods are forgot
And pride gone by are buried in the South.
So keep each woman join their future lot,
And hope for joy in all its summer hours.
It is an hour when Love and Hope are heard.
And angels' echo solitarily care.
When gentle lips have spoke the rapturous word.
'Tis heaven above, and registered by Prayer.

N. Y. Oct. 15, 1848.

The Lip and the Heart.

BY JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

One day between the Lip and the Heart
A wordless strife arose.
Which was expertest in the art
His purpose to disclose.

The Lip called forth the vassal Tongue,
And made him vouch,—a lie.
The slave his servile anthem sung,
And brav'd the listening sky.
The Heart to speak in vain essay'd,
Nor could his purpose reach—
His will, nor voice, nor tongue obey'd,
His silence was his speech.

Mark thou their difference, child of earth!
While each performs his part,
Not all the lip can speak is worth
The silence of the heart.

To Keep Beans, English Peas, &c., for Seed.

After drying them thoroughly, put them in glass bottles, or, if in large quantities, in jugs of earthen or stone ware; add to a common quart bottle a teaspoonful of spirits of turpentine—a gallon jug does not require more. Keep it tightly corked, and the atmosphere within is fatal to all insects. A lump of gum camphor is as good as the spirits of turpentine.—Wm. N. White.
TO MISS M. O.

Oh! loud and all that earth bold starts,

Worth of the East above the sun,

Shall I be on her breast or in her arms?

For thou art made to love,

Oh! I was made to love thee.

The friend's heart, brightening one am.

That I should fear?—I was never loved by thee.

Clear love, all the ocean of pain.

Well have I heard that somewhere in the main,

From the wavespring come up through the wave.

We were joy, not fear, clasped hand in hand with thee.

How glorious must those mansions be Where they redeem all dwell with Thee.}

LOVES FIRST DREAM

Sweet youth, I have not been of age,

All I could think was, I could win,

Our love's arch, brightening one am.

That I should fear?—I was never loved by thee.

Clear love, all the ocean of pain.

Well have I heard that somewhere in the main,

From the wavespring come up through the wave.

We were joy, not fear, clasped hand in hand with thee.

How glorious must those mansions be Where they redeem all dwell with Thee.}

LOVES FIRST DREAM
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BEAUTY.

For beauty is untangible, vague, ill to be defined; When you put your mental digit on him, he springeth, And isn't there.

It is Mazarine blue the barbisher's pride, And ruddy tabs of rouge rolled on the cheeks, And points, and primness, pins and pride running curiously together.—**Tappan.**

Impudence and rouge can make a beauty shine. **Young.**

So bright the tear in beauty's eye, One regrets to leisurely put one's hand in one's coat pocket for one's handkerchief to wipe it dry.—**Pope.**

MISCELLANEOUS.

By venturing round, a rat was drown'd, In the water he plumped, souse! Miss Ann the poet, his history wro't, And signed an-on-a-mouse.—**Hood.**

S'death! Sir, did you intend to grind my corns? **Shakespeare.**

In every tree there may be found some crews, From every pump a stream of water flows. **Pope.**

Ye Norway rat, sir, hast ye taile like ye fyle. **Spenser.**

A boot that is mulley, one never forgets, When one draws it all on to the toes, With a face like a sun-flower, then as one sets, A strap breaks and one goes.—**Moore.**

Wee, snibby, crimson-tinted nose, Ye think ye're Roman, I suppose, But I must crush soon wi' my blows Your grissly brig.

And will na care, as weel ye knows, A bit o' fig.—**Burns.**

Are you one of the bo-boys?—**Hemans.**

SAVE THE FINS.—BY SNAPS.

I met a man the other day, Who in his own peculiar way, Said, "save the fins, for fins make dollars, And one well made, a hundred follows."

A pinch of snuff may cost a penny, That penny spent, is gone forever— Just like lumented Papannini, Or snow-drops falling in the river.

A merchant broke, will lose his credit— Yes, wiser men than we have said it; So broken dollars seldom find, A friend to treat them very kind.

One slip gone, the charm is broken— Like taking hair from out a locket, Those remaining are no token, They rest uneasy in the pocket.

Many fins well stuck together, Are barriers strong against wintry weather. And as the old folks used to say, Prepare us for a "rainy day."

A child may break some valued ware, When man with all his skill can't mend it, So of the fins kind friends take care— A dollar broke, we're apt to spend it.

[From the Indiana Farmer.]

SHORT AND USEFUL RULE.

Solid feet multiplied by 45, and divided by 56, gives bushels of 2150 2-5 inches each.

N. B. There cannot be a shorter rule to change solid feet to bushels than the above.

**EXAMPLE.**—How many bushels in a wagon-bed, box, or granary, eight feet long, four feet wide, and two feet deep?

**SOLUTION.**—Eight, four and two multiplied together, make sixty-four solid feet; which, multiplied by forty-five, and the product divided by fifty-six, gives 51 3-7 bushels.

You can deduct for space occupied by cobs; generally about one half.

**MERCHANT KELLY.**

TO MARY.

I love you—tis the simplest way The thing I feel to tell; Yet if I told it all the day, You'd never guess how well.

You are my comfort and my light My very life you seem; I think of you all day; all night I'm but of even 1 dream.

FAITHFULNESS.

Sing me a looking-glass, which the glass be clear and unspotted.
A LOVE-LETTER IN RHYME.

To thee, dear Nancy,—thee, my sweeting,
Your Jacob sends these few lines greeting,—
With thee, by all the powers above,
I'm over head and ears in love!
Young Cupid took his station sly
In one bright corner of your eye,
And from his bow let fly a dart,
Which pierc'd my ribs and hit my heart—
Opened a way so clear and wide,
'Gainst which there was no power to stay,
It's quite deranged my inward side;
Indeed, so restless have I grown,
I cannot bear to live alone.

By day and night I always fancy
I'd like to walk and talk with Nancy,
In thee, dear sweet-heart, I behold
More tempting charms, by far, than gold—
Nor would the world without you, be
A world of any worth to me.
Goodness, when beaming from your eyes,
Far more than crabs of corn 1 prize;
And thy sweet smile, howe'er protracted
Would make me with delight distracted.
Cotton, when gain'd and natty press'd,
Is not so fair as thy white breast;
To those who love the weed to eat,
As your ruby lips to one
To whom he is pressed to his own;
Then, Nancy, take me unto you,
I'll prove forever kind and true—
My love shall last so long, no doubt.
Savannah's stream shall first run out—
And when death comes to put us under,
And cut our marriage knot asunder,
I'll strive to die the day that you do,
And thus we'll leave the world as few do.
So, if through life, with me you take up,
In death I'll still be your dear Jacob!

From Graham's Magazine
HOPE ON—HOPE EVER.

By E. Curtiss Hine, C. S. N.

Poor stricken one! whose soul can gain,
And barely gain the coarsest fare,
From bitter thought and words refrain;
Yield not to dark despair.
The blackest night that ever was born
Was followed by a radiant morn;
Heed not the world's unfeeling scorn,
Nor think life's brittle thread to sever—
Hope on—hope ever!

Hope, though your sun is hid in gloom,
And o'er your once-worn wrinkled brow,
Grief's spread his shadow—bist the doom
That falls on many now.
Grim poverty, with icy hand,
May blind to earth with ruthless band
Bright gifted ones throughout the land;
But struggle still that band to sever—
Hope on—hope ever!

Sit not and pine that Forget-me-not
Another on to grasp her wreath;
The same blue sky is o'er thy head,
The same green earth beneath,
The same bright angel-eyes look down,
Each night upon the humblest clown;
That sees the king with jeweled crown;
Of these, stern fate can rob thee never—
Hope on—hope ever!

What though the proud should pass thee by,
And curl their haughty lips with scorn.
Like thee, they soon must droop and die,
For all of woman born,
Are journeying to a shadowy land,
Where each dower of pride must stand,
By towering wings of angels' famed;
There sorrow can assail thee never—
Hope on—hope ever!

Then plod along with tearless eye,
Poor son of soil! and never repine.
The road through barren wastes may lie,
And thou, as oft hath mine;
But there was Ork who came to earth
Star-heralded at hour of birth.
Humble, obscure, unknown his worth,
Whose path was thornier far—
Hope on—hope ever!
LOVE.

Love struck his heart deep quivering in my heart, And acting thus he played a barbarous part.

Hood.

Was I ever in love? Och! sure, and wasn't I? Know all about the soft palaver? doesn't I! Stale your arm round her neck, give a wink, perhaps two, Take a kiss, then a squeeze, then, Och, hubbububoo!

Moore.

To sit with her in some ice cream saloon, And knock together with a single spoon, To look into her eyes and whisper "love me," While she responds with sighing accents "dearie," To place your hand on heart, and feel it beat, Then tear it forth, and dash it at her feet.

Ah! this is love.—Byron.

I knew a man, sir; who was deep in love, And knocked his beaver into a wheelbarrow; And questioned closely, sir, he couldn't tell The difference 'twixt a bootjack and a jackass.

Pope.

Sublime, it came regal in its power, And poured on her heart; from thence, Strange is the context, she was then transformed, And never dressed a baby doll again.—Milton.

'Tis very sweet to tend a tather patch, With her you love, and spade in hand Unearth the vegetables with a delve, To see them roll luxuriant at her feet.—Sappho.

It must bee lovey attacks me, I feel so very queere.—Spencer.

WOMAN.

Woman, dear, delightful creature, How shall I describe your charms? Rouged and white-balled is each feature, Rough the back part of your arms, Bustles are filled up behind, And your radiant glossy hair, In horrid cap at night confined, Shines with essence of a bear.—Willis.

Women start, and faint, and scream on, If a spider's in their path, Let them get a head of steam on, Then they can bear all wrath.—Shelley.

See how the fountain across the lawn, With beating heart and joy intense, Her head thrown back like startled fawn, By jings, she's cleared the fence.—Keats.

White Wash.

nothing for the following.

There are many out houses in the city and vicinity that improved by a coat of white wash. The trouble and expense attending:

2 barrel and slack a bushel of fresh flour in it, by covering the lime with ground. After it is slacked, add cold water to make the consistency of white wash. Then dissolve in water and

1 pound of white vitriol (sulphate of e) and one quart of fine salt. To give the white wash a cream color, add one half pound yellow ochre in powder. To give a fawn color, add one fourth of a pound of Indian red. To make a handsome gray stone color, add one half pound French Blue, and one fourth pound of Indian red. A drab will be made by adding one half pound of burnt senna, and one fourth pound of Venetian red. For brick or stone instead of one bushel of lime, use a half bushel of lime and a half bushel of hydraulic cement.

PHILOSOPHY OF SWIMM N:—Elizur Wright gives the rationale of swimming as follows:

No branch of education has been so much neglected as this. Man is the only animal which does not swim naturally. He sinks in deep water from the size of his brain when not properly exercised. That is to say the weight of his brain above his nose sinks that organ a little beneath the surface, when he is in an erect position before his body displaces its weight of water, and thus finds an equilibrium. With the nose under one must breathe water and drown. But when the brain comes to be exercised enough to throw the head back and the nose up, pointing to the very zenith, and keep hands and feet carefully under water, then by the eternal laws of hydrostatics, the nose will continue above water and the person will float like an empty bottle which is so balanced as to keep its mouth uppermost. No human being can sink in still water of any depth lying on his back with hands and feet under water.

A MOTHER'S LOVE.

From the Saturday Evening Post.

A MOTHER’S LOVE.

Happy is he who knows a mother’s love!

What is so pure? The patriot expects fame, the friend sympathy, and the lover pleasure. Even religion, while she waters her faith with tears, looks forward to the best of her labors and her love. But maternal affection springs from the breast uninvoked by the wand of hope, unaltered by the touch of interest. Its objects are the weak and woeful. It haunts the cradle of infantile pain or the heart of the forsaken. Its sweetest smiles break through the clouds of misfortune, and its gentlest tones raise amid the sighs of suffering and of sorrow. It is a limpid and lovely flow of feeling which gushes from the fountain head of purity; and courses the heart through selfish designs and sordid passions, immingling and unsullied.

What is so firm? Time and misfortune, penury and persecution, hatred and infamy, may roll their dark waves successively over it—and still it smiles unchanged; or the more potent allurements of fortune, opulence and pride, power and splendor, may woo her—and yet she is unmoved! a mother “loves and loves forever”.

What is so faithful? From infancy to age; “through good report and evil report,” the deers of maternal affection are shed upon the soul, though heart stricken and abandoned; when branded by shame and followed by scorn, her arms are still open—her breast is still kind. Through every trial that love will follow—cheer us in misfortune support us in disease, smooth the pillow of pain and moisten the bed of death!

Happy is he who knows a mother's love!

THE FEMALE TEMPER.—No trait of character is more valuable in a female than the possession of a sweet temper. Home can never be made happy without it. It is like the flowers that spring up in our pathway, reviving and cheering us. Let a man go home, at night, wearied and worn by the toils of the day, and how soothing is a word dictated by a good disposition! It is sunshine falling on his heart. He is happy, and the cares of life are forgotten. A sweet temper has a soothing influence over the minds of a whole family. Where it is found in the wife and mother, you observe kindness and love predominating over the natural feelings of a bad heart. Smiles kind words and looks characterize the children, and peace and love have their dwelling there. Study, then to acquire and retain a sweet temper. It is more valuable than gold; it captivates more than beauty, and to the close of life it retains all its freshness and power.
Carrie M. Bergey Journal
Atlanta, Ga. Sept. 10th 1862

Papa has wanted me to keep a journal ever since I kept the one while the Yankees were in here and if I think I will write it in every day.

Mama went down to the Hall this evening to help set the table for the benefit of Wesley Chapel and the Parsonage. I went down after I came from school and helped some. I helped Noise O'Conley and Hiptone to set for them a table I did not go to the supper. I was so tired and had to study. Too bad Mama went and enjoyed herself very much. She did not get home until after 11:00.

I go to school to Mrs. Montgomery. She is a very kind lady in all. Mr. Austin is my teacher. He is the best one in school. I am in the second junior class.

Friday 16th. Everything was in confusion this morning after the supper last night. I did not get off to school the morning until eight. At eight but we were not late. School takes us at eight o'clock in the morning and turns out at two in the evening. I had to say Algebra this morning, and as I did not know the lesson very well, I was afraid that Pojensa would call on me to work a problem on the board, but he did not.

We have ten reading society at school, the Classaphin and Beth Annas. They meet Wednesday and Sunday. I belong to the Beth Annas. I helped Grandma sew carpet rags a little while in the evening. Auntie came down here this evening but did not stay long.

Saturday 18th. Boise and Grandma finished the carpet rags this morning, and Oh! I was so glad for every morning I was afraid Grandma would get after me to come and sew, and I had rather do almost any thing else than to sew them. I made a hatting for my volda quilt this morning and this evening I helped put it on the frames so it would be ready next week to go to work on. I was going around to the humballs this evening to see cousin Ella Key, but I decided...
Sunday 18th. I did not feel very well this morning so I did not go to Sunday school. Carl and James went and brought me my Sunday school paper so I amused myself this morning reading. World John came in this evening and stayed all night. I went to bed soon after supper so I could get up soon in the morning and study my lessons.

Monday 19th. I had all of my problems worked in Algebra this morning so if Mr. Jones called on me to work one I was prepared, but he did not hear the lesson so his little girl was very sick.

We did not say our Rhetoric today, but Mr. Montgomery made us write a composition on War. I had rather get the lessons than write a composition.

To day about half past twelve the whole sky seemed covered with a black cloud and Oh! how it did lighten and thunder. Some of the girls were frightened. Mr. Montgomery was afraid that it would rain more so he let us out some ten minutes. We did not quit much today. We had to take the quilt out of the frame twice this evening. Once to put another border on it, and it was so thick that it could not be quilted, so one row of batting had to be taken out.

Tuesday 20th. Although it was eight o'clock this morning when we started to school we were not late. There was another storm today like that one yesterday only it came at half past four.

I did not have my lessons sent to night. The subject of my composition to day was "July." I did not write but one short page.

Mr. Montgomery sent a girl every day to go around in the sitting rooms and mark the girls for violating any of the seventeen rules. This morning she was one of the little ones.

Wednesday 21st. We did not have to write a composition to day as it was so hot. I got up by the clock and the mountains cannot see me so I can write talk or do anything I want to and never get marked. I went over to Mrs. Christian’s & to see if Carl had seen if Carl had any sunny pieces of poetry that would come to read at commencement, but as Mr. Christian had a nice watermelon cut it we had to eat some. I went there late to hunt for any. When I come home came home & Mr. Hubeny was here but they didn’t stay more than half an hour.
Thursday 17th. It feels and looks like winter this day; it's so cold the morning that we had to wrap up in our cloaks. Grandma would make fun of us when we would talk about being cold. There had been rain that night, the first of the week, and the atmosphere made it feel so cold. Prize tried to be merry too, but she was too sick. It made her sick and Mrs. Austin had to take her up stairs and put her in her bed. We are going to let Lannie come home and get our carriage and go home, but Lottie's carriage came to take him home and as she was tired enough to take Prize home.

I have not quilted much since we put it in the frame, but mama quilts some every day. Grandma has been making a carpet for the front room for the last two or three days but she has finished it today, and this evening mama and me put some of it down while auntie stretched it for me with the carpet stretcher. Papaw did not know we were going to put it down so he didn't get home in time to help much. Cousin Annie and Sallie came over this evening but it was late when they came and they didn't have much time to stay but before they started cousin Nat came after them. Lannie slept with grandma but Prize wanted to sleep with his to as if Lannie and Maggie all slept on one bed, down stairs.

Sister had a chill this evening and she slept with with mama and papaw.

Friday 18th. It is still cool this morning; we have had fires since it has been so cold. Lannie was in the attic this evening and to my bit she has the headaches very badly. Prize is better today but she is not well. Prize had one of her spells of pains this evening. Auntie came down to see her late this evening. I have selected my piece of pretty to read at commencement.

Saturday 19th. I did not get up this morning until late; as mama told us last nights that we may sleep late as we wanted to. Lannie, Prize and Grandma were in bed most of the day; Sister was sick too but would not stay in bed. We and Maggie had a nice time playing by ourselves.

I helped mama make some peach pie for today and to morrow. I attended my Sunday school lesson this morning, so I could get to Sunday school in the morning. I went up town this evening to get some candy for the week.
Sunday 5th. I went to Sunday School this morning and knew my lesson very well. But Mr. Hammond came around and gave us their questions to find in the Bible. He took a verse in the Bible by each Sunday. I did not go to church, but wrote a letter to renew Annie's request (her to read one a composition) to read at commencement.

Annie and Sally came here this evening to see how the sick are. Maggie was very sick last night. Annie and Peto were sick too, but they are better to-day.

Monday 6th. I had to go to school by myself this morning. I felt very lonely. One of the girls brought a notice for Mr. Eaton to send to the school, saying that our dear superintendent, Mr. Lawton, was dead. Oh! what a good man he was. He was the superintendant of two schools one in morning and one in the evening. He was the superintendant of Missy Uphol's Sunday School in the morning. He died last evening. Oh! how we will miss the Sunday School and not only the Sunday School but he will be missed in every way. Someone saw a man hang like the eagle.

I went to the church, but could not walk out to the cemetery. The church was so crowded, some had to sit on the railing of the altar. Cousin Mat came over this evening but did not stay long. Auntie has been down here all day helping mamma nurse the sick children. She helps mamma so much when any of us are sick, or any other time she can.

Sunday 11th. We had arithmetic, but I had all of the problems worked. Miss Jones has not heard our lesson in algebra nor arithmetic since last Monday.

Some of the girls have much trouble for compositions if they will only have them composed and written well. We did not have to write a composition to-day but had to say a Rhetorical So

Mama has not quitted much since the little ones leave her sick. We came over this evening and me and Miss eat out on the front steps a she helped me get my Latin lesson; I do not like Latin as much as much as I do French; it is more interesting to me. I want them and get more data and worked at all of the problems in algebra for to-morrow.
Wednesday 21st. Mr. Montgomery did not come down to hear our algebra this morning, as we did not say it. Cousin Emma and cousin Rob came home from the nurse this morning and Willie was glad to see them. Cousin Emma brought me a nice box of fancy candies. Mama put it away until Christmas.

The president of both societies pointed two girls out of each class to read next Friday against each other and the one that read last the Montgomery will give them two new books. One President did not appoint me to read and I was glad she did not, but Fannie had to read as she is sick and cannot not read.

Thursday 22nd. Papa and I sat up late last night but working the problems in arithmetic. We did not say philosophy today as Miss Hussey and Mr. Durance (one of the old preparation teachers) came and heard the lessons and we did not like to ask her. We had to have a composition on "The Reward of Industry" and the lesson needed. I know my lesson, but did not have any composition.

The societies met in their own rooms this evening and practiced reading for tomorrow. It was fine O'clock when I came home.

Friday 23rd. I did not feel very well this morning when I got up. I kept sitting by the fire and mama thought I was sick so she asked me if I was sick. It is the last school day this week and I thought I would not be sick, but when I got to school I had a hard chill and had to go up stairs and get in the first two beds and there I stayed until in the evening. The young ladies that had to read would come in Mr. Hussey's room and print. They threw on the bed and looked at them. I went down to breakfast as usual and everybody would get the papers. After the committee had decided which side to go to, one of them made a little speech and presented two beautiful flowers back to the Phebe School. No one was as glad as our bandmaster.

Saturday 26th. I have been in bed nearly all day until this evening. I got up and tried to sit up but I was too weak and had to go to bed again. I took some medicine in the morning that my head was so dizzy that I could hardly stand it.
Sunday 24th. I did not get up this morning as it is my chill day and I was afraid that I would have another chill. None of us went to Sunday school this morning but Buddy all the rest felt too weak and looked too sick. I have been one month today since little cousin Mary died. Auntie came down this evening and stayed a little while. I got up in the evening and felt much better.

Monday 28th. I could not go to school this morning; Papai don't want me to go any more this term but I want to go and get commencement to read my composition. Auntie and cousin Emma came down this evening and mamma went up town with them to get her a dress to go to grandma and grandpa's golden wedding. If I go I know I will have a little time. Mrs. Pierce came around this evening to see if we were any better. I love her so much. She said she went down town yesterday and bought a nice amount of books and made the homespun all presents to it. Because we got the pages Friday it hurt her feelings and said she could and solds like a child.

Tuesday 29th. Mama would not let me get up this morning nor till after my chill time; she was afraid I would have another chill but those minutes Mama has been busy making her all new alpaca dress today. She's looking in the window this evening and bust some one coming on the doan and it was cousin Laura. I think her cousin Emma and Willie, they did not stay long. I have not cousin Laura. She was since last year.

Wednesday 30th. I got up early this morning but not on time for breakfast. Bird Aunt Amy to cousin Annie. This morning and brought his home with her. I was sitting in our room covering a book for Buddy when they came, and I was most glad to see cousin Annie. Cousin Annie had stayed all day and when she came this morning she brought me a letter from cousin Minnie and she is going to write a composition for me, the subject is Grandma's Journey. I think that is a very pretty subject. This evening I cut Maggie out of shoes to wear down to the golden wedding.
October 14th: I helped wash the windows that morning. I love to help Grandma wash them. She makes them so clean. Grandma is sick this morning and we are uneasy about her. I think she is sick like the rest when we were sick.

I begged Papa to get me a calico dress and let me make it myself. Papa did buy me a dress and brought it home with him at night. I am pleased very much with it.

I helped wash the windows in Grandma's room this evening, they are as high and are as tough to wash them.

Uncle Henry came in from the country this evening and brought his two little boys with him. Hardie and Mack. I am going to sleep with Grandma to-night.

I thought as soon as Minnie was as kind and good as to write my composition for me and answer my letter as soon, I would answer it right away. It took me nearly all day to write it, but after it was finished I was glad I had written to her.

Friday 9th: Mama stood up early with grandma some this morning. And I had to give out dinner and keep house. I like to help hours very well. I helped cut and pumpkins this morning to make pies with to-morrow. I had to stay in the kitchen nearly all day. Mama would not help me cut my dress out to-day. I am going to make it by myself, mama will not say it is pretty, but auntie came down here this evening and she said that it was very pretty.

I took my rose stock trimming and went up stairs the evening and stood with grandma; every thing so so quiet up there.

Saturday 9th: I and all the children awoke sooner than usual this morning and I came down stairs and Guss and Annie had stand up our room and after breakfast Guss and I made up Mama's bed, so she did not have much to do about cleaning up the house.

Mama had company this morning so I had to go out and make the pumpkin custards and give out dinners. I always help make the custards but I had to do it by myself today. After I made the pies I came in and cut out my dress short and this evening I sewed it up. I have not stopped sewing half an hour to-day.
Sunday 4th. It was still raining this morning as none of us didn't go to Sunday school, I was not going anyway for I didn't know my lessons. Papa was the only one that went to church for he is. mama and papa have been married fifteen years today but they did not have a big dinner. I went over to Mrs. Whisdon's to see of Lula had any fairy tales that she could loan me to read this evening but she did not have any so she loaned me a book called "Findus." I read a little and it but did not like it.

Monday 5th. Mama cut the waist of my dress out this morning and then I cut the lining for it and sewed it on. Grandma says I will not have it finished by Thursday but I think I will.

This evening aunt Healy and Charlies came over to see Grandma and spend the evening. Cousin Connel came in to see aunt Healy. Cousin Connel looks better with her narrow collar on. Mrs. Connel was passing by and she came to see Mama and we all.

Tuesday 6th. I wanted to help clean up the house this morning as I could get to work on my dress sooner but mama made me go up town and get Briie a calico dress to wear down to grand mae. Mama cut the skirts out and I made it while she was finishing mine.

When I came from town mama was in the kitchen making a cake to take to grandmom. I helped a little about it.

Wednesday 7th. I have been trying to help mama finish Briie dress all day as she will have a new dress to wear to morrow. Everything has been in so much confusion to day getting ready for tomorrow we are not going to take any clothes only our night's clothes.

I fixed all of Sisters and Maggie's clothes as they will not be any confused in getting them in the morning. We have been afraid that it would be raining in the morning as we could not go, but papa said we would if it did rain.
Thursday 8th: I slept all last night and the morning I cooked up egg pond and dressed meat down. I and helped pain clean up room and bed, then the whole house was cleaned up. After breakfast I washed hair and mama plaited mine. We were up early to get ready before breakfast, but after Papa told us that the trains did not start until eight O'clock and after that we were not on such a hurry. We had a very nice time on the train, looking at the trees and as few flowers, some of the trees looked pretty with all the leaves off of them, and some leaves were green, some red, yellow and several other colors. When the Westerner came to fore bringing us to meet Uncle Mark here and cousins Robb, Uncle Wiley wagon for us but the men rode in the wagon car in the Westerner. It was about eleven O'clock when we got to Grandpa's and there were so many people that many one seemed happy and everyone there was so much. Everyone of Grandpa's and Grandpa's children and grand children came there. The boy took and made (all) the girls get in and they pulled us around the ground in front of Grandpa's yard, and then we walked about to see if we could find some cherries but it was too soon for them. It has been right cool today but Grandpa had a nice large fire which heated the whole room. I think the men and some of the ladies drank enough to shame to help them warm all day Uncle Mark had tuck our degrees up. We had dinner at about twelve O'clock and I think they had a splendid dinner, fresh pork, turnip, shirking, bread, pie, custard, cake, granola, coconut and many other things. I enjoyed the pork and turnip, Maggie had a chill and mama had to read her nearly all day. In the evening we played cards, Grandpa was on the side I was and we went to gather and throw me down and bust grandpa's socks very badly. The room jumped and went as well. The boys said they served on my own. Papa, Uncle, Lattie and I went down to the sweet ground to late last evening but went to bed early than usual. We went to bed earlier than usual when we are at home. Here, Lattie and I slept on one bed, mama, Papa, Lattie and Maggie in another.
Friday, Oct. 11th. We had to get up early this morning as grandma always has some breakfast, and after breakfast I took a seat by uncle Jack's side by the fire and I could look at him and then he would take his pipe and sit on my lap but I did not make me sure. While we ate came about eight o'clock and we went over to aunt Maggie's and stayed until ten and then went home cousin Leonard, cousin Manella, cousin Rob and all our west mammas and sisters, they went with uncle John in his buggy and I had a fine time riding in the wagon. Cousin Rob drove and he would row over every street and the true sorts that existed the road and the law we would get jolted. I did not enjoy myself very much for cousin Ernie got mad with me because I told mama what she told me about sister. He said that Mama, sister and Maggie were going in the buggy for sisters and Willie could not get along to gather on the wagons. I thought I would tell ma as she could take sister along with her. We got to foursbought at twelve and the case came directly. Ernie did not get mad with me all day yesterday but he was got mad with cousin Rob several times.

On and Annie and cousin Matt stayed with grandma while we had good and after we came home cousin Annie gave me a note and two communications from cousin Minnie, one was "Dream from my window", the other was "On the Valley". They pleased me very much. I was not tired at all to night but went to bed soon after supper.

Saturday, Oct. 12th. Cousin Annie and cousin Matt stayed all night on the last night and this morning I cleaned up the room up stairs and then I combed cousin Annie's hair. I never cut any one's hair such thick hair as she had. Mama, cousin Annie, Texas, Buddie and I all went to the first Baptist fair but one and Annie had a chill and she and mama had to come home. Texas and I stayed longer. There is a beautiful doll bride them an lady as I am, she on a white silk dress, a white veil and her ears have orange flowers pinned on it.

Mama and I had begged cousin Annie to stay all as she had a chill and it was raining but she promised and said she must go and she made her go too. Oh! I was as mad with her.
Sunday 11th. It was raining again this morning so we could not go to Sunday school but mama and papa went to church and they got caught in the rain, but they did not turn back. Grandma was mad at them because we did not go to Sunday school. I have been reading my composition over to day. They one make one page and we half of foolscap paper. I think they are less enough and they please me very much. "Our Home in the Valley" is very funny. I went over to see cousin Annie this evening and after a very pleasant evening. It was pouring as certain Matt would not let me come home so I stayed at home till cousin Annie and I slept together and cousin Matt slept down stairs.

Monday 12th. Papa told me yesterday that we could start to school this morning but I did not want to go because commencement and examination was so close by and I did not want to be examined. I got up to see cousin Annie this morning and told me that mama said for me to go to school. The school has gone down and till it is not so the walking as far but Mr. Montgomery over Papa as much and he knows that he will never pay him as we have to go and try and get it out that way. This evening cousin frames home from school my head and knees ached as I have very tired. Mama sent up tears this evening and got us all a new calico dress, but I think mine is the prettiest.

Tuesday 13th. It is always harder for me ten write for Thursday than any other day. I do not know the reason. This morning looked like it did before we got to school. Long thing was in confusion getting ready for school. I have not felt like study any this term but I am going to try and study more as I stand at great examination. I know I will be frightened but I never was examined in my life at a school.

I went over to Aunt Haddie this morning and we miss her very much.

Jennie Browning and I say we are not going to school stay at home of vacation. We are going to school and we will learn a little more than the rest of the girls.
Wednesday 14th. Jesus Reining and I got permission from Mr. Justin to go downtown and study and read at their own time to pass our Philosophy exam. We had to sing today as we did notanager Philosophy. That is, the essay we have to memorize some lesson every day nearly and it makes Jesus and I mad.

This evening I took my composition that Auntie Minnie wrote for and went up stairs and copied them off as I could take them to school in the morning so I could practice reading them. Mama got a nice present this evening from New York from Auntie Alice, it was a canvas Riot and little Mary pictures, they were six in a large frame, and are pretty pictures.

Thursday 15th. It is getting to be much colder weather as this morning I couldn't throw the towel and bring let one of mine red and black striped handkerchief to school. We had to have a composition to day on Fall, but I did not know any as it took me all yesterday evening to write my composition off and as Mrs. Montgomery accused me. This evening I came through town again and stopped at certain William's store to move him as he had long since I had saw him, but he was no being that I did not get to talk to him.

While I was there the fire company passed by. They were outgoing.

Friday 16th. The morning I took off my thick dress and put on one of my summer dresses and I was so glad that I would take cold but I had my shawl on and was not cold at all.

Mr. S. J. Montgomery was not at school as one of the seniors took his place as we would not say our Philosophy to his ed and missed saying it again. The evening And and Auntie to Auntie Alice's after grand meal and she read our shalla and also made fun of me, asked we had dinner bread fruit and to our house.

Saturday 17th. I did not get up this morning until after papa had eaten his breakfast, in fact money no children did not. I helped mama grating some haired beards for her pancakes and was asked the whole time and asked you know it. It hurts my eyes ages as badly while they are grading or skpping it.

This evening I went to find out which the Sunday school is meeting at night. I helped grandpa and piece corn for her quilt.
Sunday June 18th I was going to Sunday school this morning but I had to go up town to make up work. John was ill and it took me as long that I could not get ready to study till this evening and made me much late. I was very sleepy but did not go to sleep until night. Mama went to walk although it was raining, to see uncle. He lay ill and left me to keep house for him. One of his friends came around in the buggy this evening and made me all the compound.

Monday June 19th This morning it is still raining, but we went to school and Mrs. Montgomery did not hear our Philosophy but gave me a revio for to memorize as we are reviewing all of our studies now. We did not take in school until nine. I read this morning and was out saying our A B C and did not get home until ten.

I spoke one verse for grandma this evening. I was making the dog cabin. Grandma has named it down stairs and in night I had some time studying my Philosophy and the rest of my studies.

Tuesday June 20th We did not say our A B C. We have to go to day at Mrs. Montgomery wants us to study it for examination.

We had twelve rules to say in our Bible to day and conversation besides and there was a gentleman came for James Boring and Mrs. Montgomery had to invite him to hear me say our books and hear us read our compositions but he did not hear any long and from me.

It was raining when we left school but as we had an umbrella came we but it began to rain harder and we all had to stop on town Willis store. We sat on three at good table and he kept us joking all the while. He is as funny and mischievous.

Wednesday June 21st Papa did not want us to go to school this morning as it was drizzling rain and我还是没有说 it but I begged him until he consented. There was not many children there to day but I like to go to school every day. Mr. Boring turned out school at twelve I believe to day and said we must go home and go off to a room place and study all of our lessons but I had not studied at this evening but studied several night.
Thursday 32d, I did not have time enough to put all yesterday, so I will write it first. Mama wanted me to write it down in my journal, that we had heard for dinner yesterday, so we can not have very many this year. Yesterday evening I begged Papa to get me a new pair of shoes, my old ones are so thin, so he consented to give me some money so I got mamma shoes and took two dollars out and put back as much thinking of getting it away from him.

I have been very cold this day, and I was very shabbily dressed. The had to have a composition for to-day but I told Mr. Montgomery that we had to study our lessons as he expected us from tomorrow. I have not studied any lesson any meals to write as we did not have to say our Rhories nor our Latin to-morrow.

Friday 33d. This morning Mr. Montgomery took and heard us to read our Arithmetic, and I had to work at problems and I went to work and had the problem finished in a little while and Mr. Montgomery said that I understood it very well.

When I came home this evening Mr. Willis Jones was here and he is as mean as his looks to him and in every way worse. He helped me get the Latin lesson that will new examined on Tuesday. Margaret Bunch and cousin Annie came this evening but were here a short time only.

We had a white frost this morning but no killing frost and it has been cold all day. Our regular examination will commence next Sunday, and I, and Jessie Roschell, have been studying our lessons, but we are afraid that we will miss.

Saturday 34th. I was very tired last night, and did not study much, so I will have to learn my Rhetoric and Philosophy. Grandma and Mama are always the first ones up, but this morning I got up by four grand ma and finished some of my lessons. After the was cleaned up I helped pound meat and pie and some souse for Miss Quill's meat. We went over to cousin Ennis's and she sent grand ma very pretty cakes.

This evening I took my book and went around to see, and study with Jessie Boring, and I spent a very pleasant evening with her.
Sunday, October 21st. I have not been to Sunday School as long as I thought I would go and find out where the lesson was, but as it happened none of the class knew the lesson. Miss Low looked like she was mad and Miss Hammond he had to come around and gave us some hard questions to finish last Sunday. One of the girls asked him to go and get us some books to read, and he gave me a thick book to read and I told him I did not have time to read Sunday School books this week.

Monday, October 22nd. We have not said but one lesson today; that was Physics, but I have been reading hard all day. I have much to write today, for I had to be trying to study my Rhetoric. I read my composition to Miss Rees last morning, but she did not like it because there was some thing in it about the carpet bag.

Tuesday, October 23rd. The first lesson we said this morning was Latin. Jessie and I had ours all translated into English. Mrs. Montgomery had equal business to attend to as she got Miss Austin here for me and she did hear all of it and I was glad because I did not know the last chapter. After school I went over to Miss Drummond's to help cowan Annie make cibulka and cut the cake. They are going to have a reception and every one that comes will bring them a present. I cut the lemons and made the lemonade. I cut my fingers in two or three places. After dark mama sent me my dress, I was glad because I wanted to go on without the crown again.

I and two other little girls took some cake and cibulka in a little box, water and handed it around. The girls, young ladies and some gentle men went upstairs and played blind man's buff and all the other play. After the crowb Mrs. Cowan, Annie, cowan's Willie and Math. Uncle and Mrs. Drumsey and myself went back at the parents. They got four pages of four four hour, and the I could not even learn all the things.
Wednesday 3rd. We did not get up this morning as usual so I came to late last night. We were eating breakfast this morning when Miss came after me for school. I would have been very late if she had not come after one. Mrs. Somersley made me take cakes and biscuits enough for my dinner, but when I came home I had to have some soup dinner. I had been up to Trinity Church twice to beg to participate in the composition for commencement, and I have read once to Miss Austin.

Thursday 2nd. Miss Montgomery read out the list of lessons that we would be examined on tomorrow and Monday, but I will not be examined until Monday that I may learn all my lessons by then. This evening when I came from school I had to go to see where cousin Annie was going home, and when I went in her room she was there packing up to go home. I could not stay long but had to come home and hit mama and grandpa and bid her God bye.

Friday 8th. It was raining all the morning and I thought I would not go to school the examination as I had such a cold, but it quit raining and I went to the grand examination. The girls were not very well other wise was not much missed today.

I came through. Tow this evening and brought me some milk and bread to go in my room tonight, and this evening I passed it and it looks neat nice. I coughed so much I had to drink some ginger tea.

Saturday 9th. We were not examined to day but we will have to study for Monday. It has been raining all the morning and I could go out door as I had such a cold as mama had a nice if nice fire made on this. Mama sent to Stables this morning Mr. Wilke Jones to get her some better, and he sent me a nice box of crabs opened to day and I prized them very highly. Some of them were large as large as a egg.
Sunday November 1st. I did not go to Sunday School this morning as I had to go to the school house and march from there to the Battle church to hear the commencement sermon by Dr. Randy (a Battle minister). I was not very glad for the sermon but I did not understand much of it. I have not been to church before in seventeen nights Sunday. There was a long procession of girls, and I think they looked very pretty.

Monday 2nd. We did not go to church this morning until quite late but we were there at 7:30, while the fire school students and several of the girls got a chair and made a circle around the fire and talked about our lessons and sisters we would be examining. Miss. Clark, one of the male school girls, kept the little boys. The class was not until all the crowd had left. I was not glad for I knew all my lessons well. After I sat up so late the night before I could not get to sleep. After, I got up so hot at midnight I had to get up to cool. I had my Rhetoric exam not even asked about but I did not know the last chapter at all. It was half past four when we got home and as I was getting hungry there was none of the girls missed but Dacie Austell, and she knew her lesson. She knew the question, and answer but she was as frightened she could not answer it.

Tuesday 3rd. As this is election day we did not have any school but Bacie, Maggie O'Boen, and nearly all of the school to went to practice singing and playing piano for the concert. Grandmom went over to aunt Horation yesterday and to-day I have cut parsnip for her quiet, and now I have made over 70 cups of apple and that is what she came for.

After they wrote a very nice letter to miss Maggie and I went in and agreed to supper.
Wednesday 6th. I got up this morning and cleaned up the house before time to go to school. Brie and I went to school and had to march from there to the "City Hall" or where ever we read out composition. The room was crowded and I was the fourth one that read, but I was not frightened any much. My subject was "I Would not Live Always" and mine was "I saw from my Window." Mrs. Austin thought that Brie and Maggie Peterson read much better than any of the rest but Mrs. Jacobs thought I read better than the rest. I went up to see Katie Bank this evening, but I think it was the last time for the month of June. This second and her and their brothers played on the "Piano" nearly the whole time I was there.

Tonight there was a concert and cousin Willie unusually came after Brie and I and I had a much nicer time than the day before. Devere Annie braid to her little curls before she went to Moscow, and I had them on my head and a few flowers. There was two Rannow on each side of the stage, but I thought the "Beth heathen" was a great deal the Fuller! Capt. Jacob delivered an address to the audience. We did not get home until 8 o'clock.

Thursday 7th. We did not have anything to do today, but we went to see the Seniors graduated. The school all met at the village again today and marched from there to the "City Hall" with the "Sanke" band for marching along and playing for the schools. There were big graduates and they were dressed in white gowns and I thought they looked very pretty. Mrs. Georgina Bond read the "Salut. to the " Mrs. Bell the Valedictor, I think Mrs. Hoten got up more proud that I did not wear but two blouses of green and wore Beth Buma. After they graduated Mr. Austin and Mr. Horn. Mr. Cowan went with them and had their photographs taken. We did not get home until near three o'clock.

After breakfast Brie, Hennie and went over to Aunt St. Mark after Grandma.
Friday 6th. Our schools are now and I am going to try and work some. I wanted to clear up the house this morning, but Grandma got a head cold, and so I ran downstairs. Grandma finished sewing her quilt yesterday and today I heard her singing them to gather on the machine and it took her nearly all day. The carpet was brought in the car, which we cut the pieces for in September and Mama and Grandma have been making it all day, while I was sewing the quilt to gather and to night mama and papa put it down and made the room look nice and I am sure feels great deal more comfort.

Saturday 7th. Mama and I have been finishing a linsey/Grandma's quilt today. The name of the quilt is the leg of lamb and it is quilted as the squares are pieced and often you have the number of years pieced there is nothing to do but sew the linen and cut the squares together. The carpet and quilt is finished at last and I know that mama and grandma feel relieved.

I have not been attending my Sunday School lessons any to-day and I do not think I can go on the vacation. Mama had to send over for Miss Dougoh to come and see the quilt and carpet and the thought the quilt was very pretty, and said that the carpet looked so nice and warm.

Sunday 8th. I stayed all night with auntie last night but uncle Mark's farm has gone north and some of us have been staying with her as I thought I would go tonight as I did not know my Sunday School lessons and I knew that auntie did not get up early. Besides this I have just so late and then I could not come home and get ready in time, but when I come home Mama was sitting in the corner with Maggie in her lap with a bottle, then mama could not go to church and I stayed at home too and helped give Maggie medicine.

This evening I went up town and got a cup of coffee for Mama, sister and grandma had a nice time talking.
Monday Oct. 6th. -- Directly after break fast, I always get ready to go to school. But the morning instead of getting ready for school, I cleaned up the house.

Our cook has been washing to-day and Mama promised Maggie to go with her to see Mrs. Abbia W. Jackson, so I had to get dinner by myself. I like to work very well when I have something good to cook.

Mrs. Smith came over this morning to try and get Mama to send school when she sends Collins, and I think that maama will send us.

This evening Sister and I went over to see Mrs. Crowley but after we walked over there she was not at home.

Tuesday 10th. I do not know when I have ever learned any English untill this morning. There been learning some for Obama. Mama and Fannie went out this evening from hunting a school for to start to by Monday, and grandma she went waiting and left Fannie, Sister, Maggie and I stay at home. Mama will start Fannie, Fannie and I to school Monday to Mr. Bland's. It will be a long walk but I do not mind the distance any thing but the cold wind, and it will be awful muddy in the corner. This is Fannie's first day. She is nine years old today, but she is as small as her age.

This morning while Mama and grandma were gone, it rained so hard and I was afraid that it would rain hard until Grandma would come home through it, but it did not rain but a little.

Wednesday 11th. Grandma made up the bed and swept and dusted the room. I like to clean up the house but when I go to school I have no time. This evening Fannie and I went down to the depot after a basket aunt Berdie was going to send from Macon. But it did not come.

After I came home from the depot I hunted a shoe shirt for Fannie while Mama went up to aunties, but she did not stay long, coming back at that time.
Thursday 17th. Directly after I cleaned the house Mrs. Smith came and brought her work for me to help her make a dress for Ellen. It was a beautiful blue cotton mix cloth and trimmed with white alpacas. I had to help cook dinner to-day but mama could trust me to get it to she had to come and help some.

This evening auntie came down to show us her new bonnet which uncle Mark has bought her from the north and I thought it was very pretty. This is Sisters birth day she is seven years old, and Mrs. Smith gave fifty cents in silver.

Friday 18th. I did not do very much this morning but cleaned up the house and washed some and a few other little things. This evening Mrs. Smith (but we always call her aunt Katie) came over and brought her work and mama had to help her finish the dress. Auntie sent word for some one of us to go to ride with her but I was sewing and did not want to go and grandmama sent, after had gone I went around to see if Jessie Boring was going to go to Mrs. Montgomery's tonight but she did not know she came home both she but did not come on she just came to see how she lived and I was afraid that she could get tothink about the story so I sent a little away with her and as I had to run to see Annie Yarri.

Saturday 19th. I got a little behind in my journal last week and this morning morning mama and grandmama have been cutting up a rug and I had a nice time by my self writing I have begun getting my clothes ready to start to school Monday. This morning mama told me I could come first if I wanted to go to Mason. After I wanted made the five mama told me how to make some tea cakes so I made them up and when they were cool I asked them over and once I tried to cook especially cakes I have not been to sunday school ate a good while so I have studied my lessons I think I know it very well.

Mr. Hammond gave us such hard questions and awful long lessons.
Sunday 15th. This morning I got ready and went to Sunday school and had a very good lesson. Mr. Hammond did not hear our lesson today, but the superintendent gave him a class of little boys to hear. Nannie Brandon went and heard a splendid sermon preached by Mr. Pierson on "Riches and Poverty." This evening Papa and I went to walk and we went to Uncle Harold's new house and I think it is so much finer now out side. We then walked over to the College Hill where the old female college used to stand.

Monday 16th. We were in a hurry to get to school this morning and decided we had to go by after Ellen Smith, but we were there just in time. I like Mr. Candler a very much indeed. We did not sing any hymns today but sat and looked at the new music. I got tired sitting so long with nothing to do and might make we will have plenty to do. Mr. Candler speaks so kindly to his scholars and do not think he that she will have partially with any of his scholars. A June Velada before we got home.

Tuesday 17th. This morning we did not start to school as usual as we did yesterday. We stopped for Ellen again this morning but she was quite ready so we had time to get cleaned before she was ready to start. Papa got our books yesterday and now and to day we had to study some, but Mr. Candler will not mark us the first week as we are new scholars. She does not give very long lessons but she wants them learned well. The first thing in the morning Mr. Candler reads in the Bible and explains it to the scholars. The school took the Lord's and say the Lord's prayer. I think that a very good plan and often prays the school took the Lord's and say the Lord's prayer. I think if I ever teach school I will make my girls of fourteen and fifteen and toom learn the end of thirteen, write in a copy book. I could make them write an essay once a week and bring it home and then if it was not written well I will then give him a black mark. It has been quite cold today and as we come home the winter air in our faces and...
Wednesday, 12th. Last night I studied my German and
the rest of my studies except the History of the United
States as I have not got one yet.
This morning after we got up it was raining, but
it ceased on time for us to get to school, but it was
very muddy; often we got off the walk, had to run
and the worst of it was that it forced us to
sit when our feet were cold and our shoes
were dirty.

Thursday, 13th. It is still cold and very
morning when
I went out to reach my face and hands there was some
ice in the pond but not the first time this season
this year winter, but the first I have seen. When we
get to school our fingers were aching, but the
steam is very cold, and a small stove which keeps the room
very warm and we came take our chairs and sit around
the stove and studder, I say punch and dance a little time
between punch and studder and a little while between
at some time.
In the class and say four of the boys we have with out knowing time to even look even
you had time.

Friday, 14th. This morning is very cold and there was plenty
of ice and frost, and the way we did clump up in our
cloths before we left, and I almost cried when I got to school
with my finger, I take the school still litter to-day and
then if we studder we will be sure to learn. This
morning the girls had a composition on "Belshazzar's
Feast," multitude assembled and some of them were so good
and loud as some of the compositions at the commencement.

Saturday, 15th. This morning I did not go early for noone
would wake me. I made up the punch hole and went early
and slept before coming. I took Mr. Green one and she thought
it was somthing because I made it. Bessie and I were going
to the concert, but it was so cold we were made to sit up and
we stayed at home and get our Sunday school lesson.
Sunday 23rd. I was very cold this morning but I went to
sunday school and had a very good lesson. Mr. Long
Teacher said she was going off Tuesday and gave us
Mrs. Henderson will be our teacher until Mr. Jones
back. She said if she did not get back before Christmas her class
must write her a letter for a Christmas present.
It was so cold none of us but Buddie went to church.
Mr. Kimball I sends all the Sunday school scholars,
and teachers to come every sunday evening and practice
singing for the sunday school. But not half of them come.
I went this evening and had a very nice time.

Monday 23rd. We went to school this morning and had
a nice time saying our lessons. It has not been as cold
as it was yesterday but it is cold enough for me.
When we came home this morning mamma and
Grandma had gone to town and the house was all
locked up. But the front and back door. Mr. Jones
had the keys. I go as we got our dinners.
Sis and Maggie came over at Mrs. O'Connor's and
Bess and Fannie went off as soon as they eat their
dinners and I was as lonely today as I went over
to see Lucie Hayden, but she was going off so I did not
day long and as I came home. Mr. Jones put in her
pocket and found the keys. and Jemima and me
made a fire by the time Mama and Grandma got home.

Tuesday 24th. I had to studdie last night and I did not
have any lessons written, but I tried to learn them.
When home from school this evening mamma and
I went up town but we did not stay very long and
directly after we came home Jessie Bating and her
Mother comes to see mamma and Jessie came to see
me. This is the first time that Jessie and I came to see
me and and we had a very nice time to gather.
After Jessie left I gave out supper and Buddie did
some of my Lessons before supper. I love to studdie
by fire light more than by the gas.
Wednesday 30th Last night Mama, Papa, Suie and Janone went down to see the trick film (it is such a pretty sight to see at film and hot) and kept Buddie and I at home to study our lessons for to-morrow. This morning when we got ready to go to school it commenced raining but we went any way and had very good lessons all day. It has been raining hard all day and this evening I was coming home in the rain but Mr. George Knowmenz came to bring his little sister home and he could not let us come, but we had to come home in the rain awhile and Oh how muddy it was.

Thursday 31st There was no school to-day it is Thanksgiving day and holiday came in a good time for the streets and side walks would be as muddy as in the morning but after the sun came out the day was delightful. This evening Janone Knowmiz came to see me and she is going home the first great week and had a good many places to go she could not stay long with me.

Friday 1st It was still muddy this morning but of course I had to go to school and Mr. Nee, Knowmenz had the same lessons that she would have heard if she had been any other day and I know all of my lessons very well. If we know our lessons perfectly we will get first but if we miss any we will not get first. Taylor Willie Toney told me this morning that he would come around and sit until eight-thirt. But he did not come.

Saturday 2nd Grandma and Janone went over to aunt Hodean's yesterday and everything seemed so quiet and still. I have been writing all the evening. I made a little fire in Mama's room and the other children did not bother, one Maggie O'Connor came over here this evening and gave one a little doll to dress for sister, but I could not dress it this evening.
Sunday 29th. I was going to Sunday school this morning but could not get ready on time so I had to stay at home and Mr. Hammonds told Sarah that he was going to write to Mrs. Low and tell her that I was sick. But I went to church and in the evening went to sing and had a very nice time. I did not study any of my lessons Saturday and so I had to look over them to night although it was Sunday.

Monday 30th. I was bright and told this morning but we went to school and I knew all of my lessons very well but I do not remember whether I got five or not. Mama and Grandma went down to see Mrs. Jones today and I had to stay at home. I hardly ever go anywhere when Mama goes. When they came I got some money from Grandma and was going down town to get some turnips but met Noodle. She put on a Methodist Peaches and I threw the basket down and ran to meet him. He came in and it was almost dark when he left but Maggie and I went and got some turnips any how.

Tuesday December 1st. I have to study every night now and I started to Mrs. Mc Endless. Granie and I also came to Mrs. Caparts to see Aunt Granie. They put on a Methodist Peaches and I threw the basket down and ran to meet him. He came in and it was almost dark when he left but Maggie and I went and got some turnips any how.

Wednesday 2nd. I wanted to get away from the noise so I went over to cousins Pinks again this evening and found them in the kitchen so making cake. I stayed until dunk. I almost did not go over to his house for I have such nice times. I had been very cold to day, but I didn't get warm after supper as there is always a nice fire.
Thursday 3d. I have been a very cold day and 0 to day it makes me shiver to think how far we have to go to school in the cold. I had to walk as usual last night but Mr. Mr. Corless would not let me go to school because Mr. Montgomery was in class so we had to go to cousin Margaret's and when she came home I had to go over to cousin Alice to see if she did not want a sled. that cousin Margaret had.

Friday 4th. When we went to school this morning Mr. Mr. Corless sent word down that she had a chill and could not teach but Mr. Mr. Corless could teach in her place. I could not pronounce the French words right and he redded me as much and at last I had to cry, and after I did so he was not so nice. When I came from school this evening Mama told me that a young man had bought me a ticket to go to the Presbyterian concert to-night. I then asked her why it was but she would not tell me so I got mad and said "I would not go to save this lives hardly" but morna said 0 did not say hardly but I know I did. Grand ma and morna both said that I told a story about it. When morna and Grandma say any thing there is no error saying any thing else for they will have the way. After while morna said that Mr. Corless sent it to me but I did not know whether to believe it or not. Mama made me go but I did not enjoy myself at all.

Saturday 5th. I have been helping make pie and cakes for tomorrow. Cousin Willie Brown told me yesterday that he and Mr. Blake would come and take tea with us tomorrow night. Deed and I went over to see Mr. Corney the other day and we came home all the children had gone up to a little party of Willie Lowery's and cousin Emma can't afford for us to come and I enjoyed it. Sister was very much. Grandma Rank was at home and he made the whole crowd laugh.
Sunday Oct. I went to Sunday school this morning and knew my lesson very well, but Miss Raymond told me it was wet there and one of the girls of our class heard the lesson. She asked me to and I went to the Wesley Chapel but I did not know the gentleman that preached. All our children except Buddy went to walk and would had had a nice time if it had not been so cold.

Cousin Willie and Mr. Beck came and we both of them were mischievous and we had a very nice time although it was Sunday.

Monday 9th. I could not studder my lesson last night as I took my books and went to repair them and tried to studder some and it commenced snowing and and I could not hear some of it had snowed hard but it soon stopped, as the ground was wet.

If ever I teach school I will not hear as many on Monday as the rest of the week for I know some about poor school girls and their lesson. I know my lesson very well to day.

Tuesday 10th. I got up very early this morning and would have cleaned up the house, but grandpa would not let me. As we go to school there cold mornings our fingers and our feet get so cold so I hope Mr. & Mrs. Sandless will move nearer the centre of town. Mr. & Mrs. Sandless has been away to day because it was so cold and we wanted to go to the fire place. Dave and Maggie O'Connor are going to have a little Christmas tree and I will try to help Dave make some little things.

Wednesday 11th. I hate to have to get up so soon on a cold morning as this. I sat up late last night and was asleep this morning. I awoke up to awntie this morning and cousin Emma and one tot two ladies took her to drive and make some fire side stories for Dave. I got properties all of my lessons to day and so I think I learned it for Tedd's hand last night.
Wednesday 10th. It has been another cold day and I hope it will
turn warmer by Monday. I have been making a pie éclair
in the shape of a julep, it is made out of green marions and
the pies stuck in it for it came and filled in and has a piece
of red bread on for it's a julep and some lades put on for
its sake for I think it is very pretty and will last and make
some more pie for next week. When I finished it I tasted it in and
showed it to Poppa, and he thought it was pretty. I do not have
to stew any more Tuesday night and I will have to get some
more pie for to encourage out of the "Ladies of the Lake."

Friday 13th. I did not want to go to school this morning
as it was so cold. The thermometer was down to ten degrees
below zero but mama made me and I had my
lessons very well. I knew the "Ladies of the Lake" very
well also and now I will not have to stew any
tomorrow but will get to bed early. I don't downtown
this evening to get grandmas some cakes for her
quiet and I really froze. I found my hear nearly
made on the grill since third of November. I think
she is a real invalid too old lady

Saturday 13th. We did not get up so soon this morning
so and I have to sleep as well as any. Coddie does not get up
till I get smart and wake my self soon and get
ready before treat past. Poppa and mama get up soon
and they make me get up soon too. I love to sleep with
Grandma because she is so fat and she close to her
and I never get cold in the night.
I have been helping mama some pie and cake
today and I helped get dinners. The cake when they
got done were very nice and I thought they were
"mighty" good. Croser Annie always helps aunt
Dodie make her cakes but I forget as soon as I make
me. I will have to keep me a little cook book and
write all the names of the cakes and how to make
them. I have been studying my sunday school lessons
to-night, and I think I know it, at least I hope I do.
Sunday, 13th. It has been a beautiful day all day, but very cold. Went to Sunday school this morning, and Mra. Hennessee was there and I knew my lesson very well. I did not go to church this morning but stayed at home and read my Sunday school paper.

Mrs. Tannin and I went to singing this evening and Mrs. Tannin made us sing several songs. After singing, I went home to see one of the girls who is in our Sunday school class, and her sister that is married, was over there to see us. We went home into her, and it was late when we started. She lives nearly a mile from our house and we had to cross every bit of the way home and it was dark when we got home.

Monday, 14th. This has been another bright and beautiful day and was not as cold as yesterday.

I always dread Mondays because I never know my lesson as well as on the 1st Monday of the week. Mrs. Cole, one of my old teachers, but I always called her Mrs. Mary, told me that Monday was the dull and dreary day of the week and that Monday was dead now, but I can say that I loved her better than any other teacher I ever went to. When we came from school this evening, Maggie O'Snead and her two little sisters came here, and we had a nice time. After playing, we each two balloons go up and I do not know what they fell.

Tuesday, 15th. It was raining a little this morning when I got up, but not as much as when I started from school, but it commenced directly after we started and the wind and the rain fell very hard on our faces and the umbrella Mrs. did not do us much good. The rain fell off, and Johnny Patterson was we were coming home and Tannin's umbrella had turned inside out, and he held his umbrella over her and took hers back for her.
Wednesday 16th. I studied all of my lessons last night but after breakfast Mr. O'Mara told us that she was not going to let us go to school today. I wanted to go at first but then I was so maddened and I wanted to make some more little things for Christmas. I went over to Mr. O'Mara's this morning to get Maggie to give some advice to make a watch-case for Johnny Coffman and there I did not know how to make it so I went over to get Mr. Dowd to show me and as I came home I saw Nellie that was just getting out of the buggy and as she will help Auntie come down this evening and I went home with her to see. I went to cousin Emma's watch-case and I will not give the one that Mr. Dowd told me to make to Johnny but will make him one like cousin Emma's.

Thursday 17th. I slept upstairs with cousin Nellie last night and this morning she and Frank and I went to Townsend's and asked when we came from school everything seemed so quiet and lonely. I did not and as I did not know which they were. I asked Mr. O'Mara's express me. I missed you and most as much to nights for she is always so looking some.

Friday 18th. Mama went up town as we did this morning going to get Diana some little presents for her Christmas tree and one thing for that we would this time but we were not. I always like for Friday to come as I will not have to调度 as hard on Thursday night. I had to get two long longings for July on the "Ladies Lake" for to-day but I do not eat any real of getting it nor eating看点但是 unless for I had rather do any thing else than write them.

Mama had me at new hat and shoe out of a piece of my mrs. dress and I think it is very pretty. And I have a nice suit and it is made of nothing but there any thing else.
Saturday 19th. I had to clean up the house and every morning since grandpa left, as this morning I cleaned up the room. I went over to Mr. Bebee, one of our neighbors and she gave me a piece of red minnie and I went up there and got a bunch of silk with braids, and as I was drawing off some, some little ones and the door bell and bird went to the door and I was Jessie Boring, and I will make her help me make the wreath card and when I finished it, I thought it was very pretty. Lannie Banta came down and this morning and she made Mr. Brand a watch case out of yellow leather and braid it with blue ribbon, and it was pretty but not half as pretty as mine.

Sunday 20th. I made up my bed this morning and then swept after our went to Sunday School. I had a new dress to wear this morning to Sunday School and Bessie and went to church and I asked one of Miss Louise Stetson where she would be home and she said at that Miss Lou would not come home until after Christmas. Cousin Willie County came around this evening and Bessie and I went to the Catholic Church and after service there was a little baby funeral. Cousin Willie stayed and took tea with us and Iabled my history a little.

Monday 21st. I went to school this morning but did not want to as it is so near Christmas. I knew all my lessons very well to day and I did not lose many minutes to day but tried to get all my lessons well. I do not think Mr. McBrade ought to teach this week but I suppose he wants to make all she can. Mama and I went up town this evening to buy some presents forennie Christmas tree. We got some little boxes and some hard Lee things as pairs of slippers for grandpa and some clothed for papa. I bought it a beautiful bottle of "Orange Pot P" lessons" perfume with the money that I made in the summer.
Thursday 23rd I studied all of my lessons last night so as to finish the work of the old year that we will go to work. I got five an evening thing to do. Mrs. McDaniel not to teach any more this week and at last she said we and not come if we did not want to. We got out sooner than usual to day because we know all of our lessons as well and Mrs. McDaniel was not so cross.

Wednesday 30th Mr. McDaniel gave us holiday to day. I will make toys and help Suie to make a few little things for the Christmas tree. I cleaned up our own this morning and made my Friday bed and after breakfast I made two little pin cushions for Suie and after dinner I went in the kitchen and helped Nannie make some Christmas cake. I made Grandma one and sick it and will send it for her or send it to I do not which. Grandma sends letters to away from the move Christmas tree. I feel she will have plenty of it in June (motion).

Thursday 24th I got up very early this morning and cleaned off our rooms before I was light and after breakfast I made all of the presents that Suie is going to give and then wrote a letter to cousin Annie but did not send it. Suie and could not find the presents on the tree and so mama and I had to help there. I helped Nannie make some more cakes today and put some more presents on the tree for them.

Jessie Poering came to see me this evening although it was so cold out. Fannie and I went a little way with her and afterward got home our fingers were as cold as they are some morning when we go to school. Last night Suie, Fannie, and I were about some games of fopper. Pp. 2corn to put on the tree.
Friday 23rd Suie, Lannie and I slept to-night last night and we laid our two together with a large string as if either one of us moved on the night it would awake us all up. But I was the first one to wake in the morning, and I sang to Suie but Lannie one. After the fire was made in our room we got up to see what "Old Santa Claus" brought us, but he was poor this year and we did not get anything but confectionaries. I did not own around this Christmas catching Christmas gifts. Sisters, Maggie, and I went up to auntie and uncle. Meekham gave me a very nice basket and cousin Emma gave me some candles.

We then went over to cousin Pinkie and Katie and Lizzie had a little Christmas tree and it was very pretty. When we came home she invited me to take dinner with them. There was not but two fancy beds out this Christmas but they were very funny. I went around to take Brenda present this evening and to get her to come to Suie's Christmas tree and to stay all night with me. But she was not ready so she told me that she would with Dr. Boring after supper. Suie, Tallie Davis and Lola MacKinnon were the only girls invited.

Wilkie, and Charlie Millard, and Johnny's Paterson were the only boys. I never saw so much noise with so few children as there was that night. The boys had fire works and amused themselves that way and the girls played a few little games. After the tree was lit up it was perfectly beautiful. Suie gave me a little book and had just gave me a little toy of rind. Suie gave Jessie a string of pearls and mama gave Jessie, Suie, and myself a nice diamond ring, beaded and Papa gave every one of his girls a pair of scissors and Suie gave mama as pain. It was eleven o'clock when the crowd left and Jessie, Johnny and all of the Bown children went into our room and I had a nice time tracking and telling tales.
Monday March 12th 1869. I had to get up very early this morning as I could not take care of coming to my lessons. School started early so we have to study another hour every day and today. I did not know my arithmetic very well. I and four other girls that sit in my arithmetic do not study algebra so we have to read another hour ever day and to day I did not know my arithmetic very well. I feel I know all the rest of my lessons perfectly. Have been going to school and did not get until so it is not late and it has been so cold that I have got behind in my Homework and will have to skip over February. I keep some particular things that I do not want to skip over. Sunday 28th was very cold but as Uncle Couny was going to preach at Wesley Chapel we all went over to hear him but it was very cold. The Thermometer was 36 degrees.

Sunday 29th The weather has moderated very much since yesterday. The Thermometer was up to 39 degrees. Went out to school this morning and I knew my lessons perfectly. I have not done any thing to day to write down only I was not so late this morning it was four o'clock and I have not done any work at home and was not at home as these few days I have not much to say.

Tuesday 30th I sat up until about eleven o'clock studying last night with Papa and mama did not know it. I went over every one of my lessons but did not learn my history perfectly for I got so sleepy and went to bed. I did not know my science very well to day nor my History either. I did not have time to read over my History book once or twice. Ellen Smith sat by me and she told me so I did not miss it. Altho' the rain this morning but we did not take our umbrellas and about ten o'clock it commenced raining but Papa brought them to me so we did have to come home through the rain.

Poore and I wrote of our friends expriences before supper and then I will have time to study my other lessons and will not have time to write this day.
Thursday, 4th. I worked my arithmetic problems last night and learned my scholar's exercises but did not look at my history, nor my geometry, but I went to where Papa and mamma did. I thought last night that it would be raining this morning, but it is clear and cold, and so we had to go to school.

I have been saying lessons in succession ever since school took us. I did not have time to look over any of my lessons until about twelve o'clock. There was not but four girls in our History today and I know my lesson quite as well as better than I did yesterday and we got home before four o'clock.

Friday, 7th. I did not have but one lesson to get last night and that was History, but we had more pages and it was hard.

Buddy and myself went up there where there was a good and I studied until late and the first lesson that I paid this morning was History. We have to find every place mentioned in our lesson and tell the No. No. Sandies where they are situated and last night I was off twice and did not want to come down and so I just didn't know where the course was some of the days and he made us get our maps and look them out, he was so mad but had to get mad.

We had to write compositions to day but to do the No. No. Sandies gives out a set of cut-paper on Friday now and one can take any that one likes as mine were on "good names." But I should not write a very long one.

Saturday, 8th. I got to say when I was walking for Friday that I went down to see Mr. John Born and I spent a most pleasant evening. Mr. John was sick but not in bed. While I was with Mr. John there was a priest stuck one of my jaw bone and when I came home it was still pained and when I took this morning I had the tooth ache on for the first time in three or four years as after dinner I went to work with paper and had it pulled out there at pulled out there at pulled out. But I knew that it was just as any more
Sunday 7th. I studied my Sunday school lesson last night and went to Sunday school this and I had to copy all the lesson by my self, for I was the only that knew it. Papa made me hold my hand t'wenty and vell up at my feet to keep from taking cold in my feet. I also went to church with Papa and heard a very good sermon by Mr. Bounds.

Judge Ringer came around this evening after me to get the Catholic Church with her. I did not want to go much but she begged me so hard I had to go with her.

Directly after I came home Cousin Willie Company, Mr. Clark and Mrs. Bellows came around, but they did not stay long. Johnny Patterson came around and bought two of his uncle's field's full of milk and I had a nice time eating them.

Monday 8th. I studied some of my lessons last night though it was Sunday, and I knew my Arithmetic, and Scholastics Companions perfectly, but did not know my history as well. It has been a lovely day, but the wind has been very hard and is very disagreeable no walking. We got home about four o'clock this evening. Mrs. NO. Sanders made us in all our lessons and then she had to have report book and gave them when every Sunday and she put in my book notes our lessons perfectly and she gave them in my monady, and now I have got a very good report.

Tuesday 9th. I sat up late night studying, and I have known them very well to-day all but my French and I do not have time to go over it in school and I forget how to spell some of the words but Mrs. NO. Sanders does not keep me in. I read all but my Grammar but I did not know my History the very last but she will give me the same that know mine perfectly.

It has been a beautiful morning, but the evening it looked very dark and it was not very cold.

Wednesday 10th. I did rain last night and I thought then it would be raining the morning so we would have to stay at home, but it ceased raining early morning for we did stay at home. Mama went last night and yesterday morning and someone has got all the girls out to the field. She and myself did go to school the girls went on with their lessons but not us.
Thursday Oct. 24, late night writing, and have found all going seems perfectly exact. History. Tell what happened. The teacher asked what was next. I wrote down the class and Mr. McCandless asked them question and the three girls that sit above me all missed and then he was asking me a question that was a pencil jink in front of the school house and the police have his whistle on, but Mr. McCandless kept asking me question, but I could not answer many and now with the rest. There was not a half a page that was correct. But he did not get mad with us. Well the police police found at a man who had been drinking must. He had a awful temper and shouted from one day to the other.

Friday 12th. Mama and Papa went church last night and I wrote my composition on the child is dead, I did not it any long one for I cannot write long ones to time and I can hardly do compositions short ones. I understood my history hard last night after I finished my own writing. We already have to write our compositions often we go to school on subjects that Mr. No. 6 and here gives out talk. As Mr. Chapman an writing master come around to give me a few lessons. It took up the time that was here in our compositions. Mr. Chapman was as a splendid writer he comes from the north and is trying to make up coming classes in Atlanta.

Saturday 13th. I did not sit up very late last night but went to bed and I did not wake up the whole night which I never do with out there is some thing to wake me. I went up stairs this morning and slaid up to the second and have been cleaning up the whole morning and this afternoon Sue and my self dressed in white our new dresses and one old existing. We went around to see and Healy but she was not at home, so we went around to see friends boring and she was just starting around to get some visiting we the so I went to find places with him. I have not seen the day when I went. Uncle Oliver wrote a letter the other day and order me just rest up and get freshening over and get back at the next time. I went to bed places with him. I have not seen the day when I went. Uncle Oliver wrote a letter the other day and order me just rest up and get stuff over and get back at the next time. I went to bed places with him. I have not seen the day when I went.
Sunday, 14th. I slept later this morning. But still I got to Sunday school at 10 O'clock. But there was not but one there besides me and so I had to stay my lesson to myself. I went to church with mamma and papa and heard a sermon by Mr. Rice, tall. I think Smith came out this a.m. evening for me to go with her to a class at "Nicky Chapel," but I did not believe it was any thing in evening as it was not given out at our school last night or church, but I went with him and sure enough the church was opened and there was as splendid declamation delivered by Mrs. Van Nostrand. It has been as warm as two or three days as the last for May generally is.

Monday 15th. It has not been as warm as to day the morning I think the rain don't till our went to school and I have know thee letter from Cane castal. Mr. Willard is one of the men that came in the car and he come up town near very Monday and become this evening and brought some flowers one and I buy with one. It came from the country off dear cousin, at a little sweet woman and she also sent ma to some of dear cousin. sunny Java. It did rain at last, this a.m. evening after being very cloudy a day. He had very cool supper and mamma made Mr. Willard's day, for the first time.

Tuesday 16th. I went off on our soon. until Mr. Willard went away and studdled and then left. I went in and got Papa to show me how to work some of my problems that I could not. Mr. Shapman (Mr. Friday 15th.) came around to give me another year, writing lesson and then they got money he made a beautiful bird on the black board and he asked Mr. H. Cundiah but to tell him the text used in school and she told him to put down "Nah" Sunday Berry and at my name was written on the black board.
Wednesday, 17th. Cousin Pink came over very late yesterday evening for me to stay all night with her, she did tell me if whether Mr. Bulloch was gone off or down to the ferry. She agreed let's went to bed but I went to bed as usual lying on the as drunk asked she could let, she had heard evening cousin Pink just before I went to bed. Tell me how lost and every. Tell that to. I knew he wasn't sure before them. After happen cousin Pink told Daggan to my self all went down one a little sound and I studied the many lessons a long time. But I didn't know any Arithmetic very well but Mr. McSandles did not sound one.

Thursday, 18th. We went to school to-day and I have known all going lesson perfectly. We began to meet in French 8 o'clock and then 10 o'clock. Tell I hope that I can round more English sound. It has been a mean day. But day look as much like a day. This is Thursday 8 o'clock. Indeed, how quickly this week has passed away - and to morrow we will have to write composition.

Friday, 19th. As it Friday I did not get dinner lesson last night and it was very story. But he gone such long lessons need not know it very well. We had 6 to write 4 compositions to-day as usual and my subject was "Our Sunday". I wrote the last composition to-day. But I did write out help tell it can not very good.

Saturday, 20th. I have been ill.
July 14th 1867. I have neglected my Journal for several months but I am at home now and I think I will keep it up. It has been a very warm day the thermometer 93 degrees. Papa wants us to put down the degrees of heat. I have not been to school since June and I can scarcely write.

Wednesday 31st. I got up at five every morning and after breakfast I clean up my rooms and doing the same when we have room. I have been very busy since I stopped school coming and I like the business very well. The thermometer 73 ½ degrees today.

Saturday 3d. I declare I am ashamed of my writing. After I had cleared up all of the house this morning 100. Cousins and Howard after she had been here a little while cousin Willie came. He was on this side of town on business and run over to see me a little while. Texas bridge today.
January 1st and 2nd 1870. Saturday and Sunday.

New year's gift old journal, it has been several months since I have sat down and written in my journal, and I have come to the conclusion that it is very pleasant to review the past week, and although I have many studies to keep me busy, I shall again commence my journal. We have had beautiful weather for the last few days, but Christmas day was awful, it rained all day and the streets were wet. The weather is very gray, it almost impossible to cross them. Yet several persons are very happy for to remember from close friends and a few kind people, a pretty cup from Mr.收官, a pair of kid gloves, a pair of scissors from cousin Emma and one or two other little presents. Friday evening I went down to Dr. Badger's office and had a copy of my field ploughs and again Saturday morning at ten o'clock and sit on the chair until nearly five next a lot of dinner did I eat with Mr. and Dr. Badger, small thing there are but I think they are enjoyable. It was raining Saturday afternoon when I sat down and continued until about eleven o'clock that night, the ground then froze and Sunday morning when I awoke the ground was covered with snow, but no snow would melt, for my thick, and poor Sisters and I were very sick, and the cold and rain would make me sick. The sister and the girls, the girls were very sick, and the cold and rain would make me sick.

There is a very pretty Bible, cousin Willie Brums, gave me for a birthday present. I read the chapter in the Bible, it is very interesting to me, as I do not read enough, and I hope I will still attend until I go to school, going to school, the Bible does not seem interesting at all, toennie as she has been reading, and for the last week, Johnniea Bauer, has not forgotten our last, he came around near every Sunday morning, some time I had some very pleasant letter from him, and the rest of the children are around the fireplace. As it was raining this morning, there was no service at our church, Mrs. E. Rice, and consequence I have not been out side the gate to-day. Mr.收官 and he was very sick, but Sister is not as sick as she was last week. Mrs.收官 was to see her three times two or three day, fag has not been sick but two or two day, the old little fellow, I am really ashamed of some of the writing in my journal. This is written any better than this next or not.
Thursday, Tuesday,

I started to school this morning to the same teacher, Mrs. Henderson. I think she ought to have a word for all parents, but I have had lunch at home. I went to school with my new shoes and I would have gone, but at 8 o'clock I was at school next week. I had to come to help mama. I did not get up early for today, nor did I stay much at school as my mind was to the road. I would look out and see if anything was going on in the street. I went to school, and I know how to do that, and it seemed. I woke very early and went downstairs and had breakfast. I had some dough to do and some work.

Today I had to do something new, there was a new thing. There was a new home, cousin Amonia was married there, and her and cousin Negri both said there, almost every home was the same as some other home, so pleasant to think of. So it was a sad.

Last night (Saturday night) I had some nice hard game to do. I usually sit until about 10 or 10:30, and for the last week I had to do very early, and before God Almighty and Jesus Christ, I could not hold my eye open, but I just went on the morning and could not see any of my business. It has been awful cold this day, and the snow came out this morning, but all the snow, along glad it could not for this. The snow cleared and the children ran out doors so often.
I have very few ideas of duty, but one of the few is that I should
drink here. I'm not sure of it, but I have had my
tuitionings. Thursday Dec 21st. Early the morning I all
the students of the North Carolina Female College, of which I am
one, had to assemble at James' Hotel for the purpose of partly
we, to a practice scene, which we were to give the evening.
Now, Old friends are here, hence a great many with red faces
and feet although there were from different lines, but it
was impossible for even one hundred girls to keep our voices
such as singing very well it was. Evans is went told that I
was supposed to do the work, I of course, took it
partially in charge, but the drill, and the work were perhaps otherwise.
I entertained the audience with half past five o'clock. So
had me too hundred o'clock, for at eight before it was about
half o'clock. and returned to our homes. Though the day
was pleasant, but we should have more fun if were placed
as after binning the ball, we realize the situation, I must.
You are plane of work, or at least be for other while
Dinner though it did eat that if being fond to do it.
I came thence. I look before and return, do and as usual I
come on, but to my surprise, the day to long. Those
things before I went to bed that night.

Friday Dec 22nd. How far we might there is something else to help
minds. The Juniors and Seniors are to give an entertainment.
as done by James, and then lending me the Emma Clarke
if important it was necessary that I should be at the
College all day morning to help prepare the tables.
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While I was dressing this evening, Mrs. Potter came to see me. I was just going ready to go out, but I couldn't have time to see her as just minuette before I had to go to ride, but I could do it later. I went before I was ready. So of course, I had to come down and get her to espouse me. I just wish I could do it, but it was inconvenient. I had a splendid ride this evening - it came in at his house buggy and attended to my needs attentively. He brought a little paper bag of the piece of gum chew, for me to eat while we were horseback. I think it would subject to that, at all. We almost arrived afraid to go with. Times for your to could pop the question, but he didn't want to do that. He asked me if I would smoke from one prepack before 4 and new chew gum? But I was just, then I mew cast was that I should not engage any thing to amuse and be just as yourself. After I had said yes I had to hand it, surely with to be combined and let it one. What was reason came for offering what. As I told him, I did not put up for a prayer before in three years, as I read if I was in love by Christ, I would spend the rest of my soul. You came back after a long time and I went until his release, just as he left. Minnie and Willie Nally with Sally and Minnie came from dinner at 5. I had to enter- tonic time about before they left. Brother and Dr. Bond came home to front, waiting and it were after the rear before they arrived. I don't know how much longer I lived, so I will not have till tomorrow. It is now, so after pond, my own purpose will but way for sitting at the house. I have to read to something before I go to sleep.
Friday, Aug 29th. I do not know whether I ought to write about Wednesday and Thursday before I do about Tuesday or not. Willie Brown promised to come and find me by a telephone to Wednesday, but business called him in another direction as Tuesday and come on Tuesday after-dinner. He stood until dark and he and I had a splendid time fighting with coffee. He had a handful of coffee in his pocket as a present and made good use of it. Willie does not believe everything I say, he says that his mother, my mamma and myself are the only females in that bride world that we place my confidence in. There are the only ladies that he could believe in and that, without any pretexts, would agree in what is for his business and his friends confidence in me. I went to church with him Wednesday night. "It was so bold, I could not.” I never felt so insignificant and my life ac used to that night. Thursday morning went to church and the family for tea. Willie Jones made some agi what to mild: the confession and spirit and such. We have Thursday night I would like to say what we had that night with 2 women and that, but we had just met the young gentlemen and two young ladies. After dinner they escorted Mr. and Mrs. and what coffee this liner was I had to leave the porter - not one other member of the family and there - and go with Lennie back for a park. That the wanted to attend, I was very much afraid to have to leave. Lennie would not let any one else help us put over. Mama and Willie were busy with the cigar room - 1 by 1 do every thing that a car for Lennie and Randall and far back as just as ours as they can be. They and just about to tell you any time that is and the present during the only time that is more the time in this way the mine & ty 5 please her.
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I made cousin Orson and Fannie half cocked. He is a perfect coward, a perfect jind. I went twice down to the river. Cousin Doreth and I went to the river twice. Our plan was to have a drink and to keep good bye to home. The weather was pleasant. Monday (which was yesterday) I went all day and finished late that evening. After eating I went out and wrote a note. I then went back to the clean clothes. I went to see the piglet and felt at home and went to bed. Doreth had been in an engagement but after we met at two o'clock everyone was in company. It was a very pleasant evening. Doreth and I had a quiet talk at the railing of the porch. She put me in a present and sent me off.

Friday, Sept. 3. The young gentleman has just left. (I mean Doreth and Candell.) I and Doreth say that they will write a little in our journal. This is only a very short one and I am so sleepy. I was only held by some time. Tellatale and Doreth spent the day with me. In the evening George went and the train was coming. We went up to town and attended the services. I went to bed and I do not eat to eat. Early yesterday morning I cut one out a white skirt and bustle. I had to make just the thing I wanted to wear it. To the post office and ran the mails. I went and I cut hair it before two. Went with Mr. Walter White, and I and Doreth went to town. I was considered the belle of the meeting. She bought me for $200. Doreth and I and Mr. White went to town and I said I do not care if I do say it myself. Doreth and I had a good time. Tellatale told me to stay in the hotel till I told him that was in the city. Tellatale told me to stay out of all the streets. I was the only young lady in Atlanta that could make a good self. I am a grand. He will eat some home and keep me company as I have no other family there. The Internment T have some home and keep me company as I have no other family there.
Sunday Sept. 14th. This little piece of folky land given to me the 7th of January 1876 by one of the dearest friends to the end. O! how many times I have wished for just one word!, if any party had heard could I conceived, but the words of 1875 were past as far again. I am gone. What a world is that cruel gone. Mr. Jacob died on the 13th of Dec. 1875, never to have any thing that caused such sorrow and grief at this death duties. I was on the country, at Aunt McCaggie's when I received word from home. Knowing the cruel fate, I seemed to feel that same bright star at which I had been accustomed to say with delight had been suddenly extinguished. Well might he think, to death came good (while the voluntary lack for peace from love, bond, their children's voice for a sister trusted). Was some suggested itself to try again. This evening after I came from Sunday duties, it was appearing consequently the young gentlemen came around. I went up every second week to pay rent and stay overnight and just gave my help as I was all right. I thought and wish thoughts almost burned with the fear Of all passing journey is that which leads to darkest sorrows, and path the fellowed cannot &c. I knew I had the rights to be jealous of any form - of any event that the page attentions to, for all he said was true. Some to the words & together the remainder I have no right to write for with any of the affairs own, but the feeling of time, the fact with such an only heart sometimes had I knew that I love them all, feel and among songs that come from Boston. Contemplated this letter at 3 A.M. to my daughter. I knew that, it should be passed on, if not be written as this time it was better off.
Sometimes I feel so blue and sad and sad that it seems
resentful for any general thing I am too full of life, after
I saw the melancholy thing. I would give anything
that I only had a congenial friend of my own, whom I could
trust my heart to. It is my name, I would give my own life
for my own life, I would give to be happy in any ways. I
would give any one of the world's great love to be I do
have (though I can't say). I would be only too happy if
the world were. I would trust her with my heart. If I
would only tell her my feelings to awhile. We both can,
while the others she thought. I didn't tell her in vain. I can
and I can. I can and I can. I can and I can. I can and I can.
I wish I had someone to my confidence that
else. If I ever see her again I shall help me
until I am connected with the affairs for the
first time as a young gentlemen addressed me when I
was in St. Louis. I told her all. She said, 'And you,
and gentlemen were in Booland.' I have only a little
space left and in these few lines I will
write on our line of this Saturday and on
day, that will be
ends. I will finish with Sunday before I can
write on Saturday. This morning I fully cleaned up the room
and get the children for school (as usual), put on our
wool and I commenced coming and I was
out but I was not to myself. I had a splendid
morning and Don. [Name] and I were down and I.
After I finished the paper and my little, my paper
and jump in bed that will sound of this day.

Standing Company. I cooked all the company for baby's
dinner as gone, so at the end I fall on me. The
3, we did eat as well our little delicacy until
all our hands to do is to trust it. We do not have to
the any one to please with that; on the other hand all
work is the children, except the and eat them in lots. Thank
and I had a unusually quiet time at home from school.
Monday, Sept. 8th. The clock is the staple stroke. 3:00, it is early. But I intend to retire early to-night. I had some engagements with Edith to-night to walk at 5:00. 3:10. The unpleasant weather prevented. I went over to my room and was so disappointed, that I have been content in the room, so far as possible. I should get some sleep. After & cleaned up the house, felt nervous. I took dinner and went to bed. Croanna was attending to the cooking. After I finished washing the dishes, I turned my attention again, called the "Parrot." I tried to sleep a little while this afternoon, I had only taken a few stitches, when company came in - and they kept coming until dark. Now Croanna was just putting the lights well away. I do not greatly understand Croanna, he seems to drink more than my self, but if I have company, the sometimes complains and says, "oh, I feel always tired and thin." I so very thing I can, that I think with please Croanna, and I write very little for fear I will think about anything or do anything on the go, and then when she says any thing about going to punish or having to punish company, I will just have to humour to the guide because I do write very little and then it is from necessity. Croanna thinks I am to try to do my duty in that line. I am so afraid I was not pleased Croanna but I try what more can I do? I could give my own pleasure, as much what if I thought it did. They please Croanna of personal, but I am sometimes think it is right hard for poor me to like me & will never get any pleasure from it do not like company, much I think a sentence bring to see things quickly when I know I do write, if I found that the half an hour in any way during the day I find that Croanna with think I ought to be around house doing something more profitable above all. I have been doing my chores. I think I had a good reason that I am so patient with the children, but they are justive as I can get help it.
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Sunday Sept 14 1849. It is real cool tonight and pretty fine. It was quite comfortable. I did not go to church this morning. Left quite early. Did not want to leave until the morning. I was left at home to cut all the small children. I did not go out and did not want to go out. I was very happy. Sorry to have to cut all the small children. I did not intend to cut them. I was very happy. I did not want to cut them.

On the contrary I was very much pleased with them. Everything they could do to Please me and I thought things were very well.

I am happy and have such a Temper and it is very fortunate. I think I should have granted your wish any thing that made me think it was the best. I think I should have, but it was disagreeable. I thought it was a pretty thing for someone to come and take my place. I went off to play and it was the same as I did before.

I thought it was so much that in the end the overseer got my place and I was in for it until it all came that made me go in. I went to Sunday school and found my little corn with such a good turner. He made me feel badly to think I had neglect that corn and corn enough in his stead. B fell to clean another time I was just like a right clean (and it was very stiff) before now. B did not neglect it. Now I put the back mantle on one as one skin, B had me put it on there. And I put it on there. The end of a string around it was very light and yellow. B made a back mantle in one as one skin, B had me put it on there. And I put it on there. The end of a string around it was very light and yellow.
Monday Sept. 22nd. I awoke tired to emerge．

Some time got to know of the cooking and then

sleeping falls asleep me．I had to come a long way all said

especially as might be asked．I come to any time

I felt some like going to the barn painting．Yet Mon-

day evening （next day Tuesday） Mrs．Billings’ sister came

time from home and stand with me until twelve

clock that might，as of course had to sit up with

her．Beds my very well to entertain the mind．Both

out exaggerating the single life．I talked once while

then with only gaining on other person time to long a cord

I was describing my future home，I wonder if my

“cow cattle” will all be destroyed．Tuesday night I went

to as “Wob” farm at the Cole’s home．I took

ask “Wob” any only went because B．case is entirely

united，and thus I had ends as pleasant as selling

Mrs．Tuesday．Wednesday Thursday and Friday I went

got busy finishing my clothes or dress．I used

one thermometer and tied buttons．Oh my dear

to。Tuesday some of the fellows are longer than my

brace．The．Yesterday，which was Sunday，I went to

Camp．Meeting．Now for one and enjoy myself walked out

at same and reached the Camp ground about half

pick live．As one were there on time for the discursk.

emile．I had never attended Camp Meeting before

but I enjoyed it so much．I met my old friends

Phillip Wilson and at the were tennis I greeted

fell at home．Also were a great many good

sort friends among the number were Mr．

Glass，Mr．and I had a nice long conversation

Mr．John stood to have one about tennis but the

friends that he could not see it．There is nothing

with found ship of talking between us．So I was not

myself if there occurs any thing that you shall know

at the friends．It does almost laugh when we come

time．They were eating supper when I come in．All

our supper was all over．I went to my room to

comfy just a little and went to church again that
Tuesday Morning. Grandpa's July 31st 1874.

Here is a glorious country morning: I have just finished cleaning up the stable, have arranged my table and am now setting by my window among the morning breezes and the cool shade of the little trees. How my蹭 inclination this kind of

Grandpa's place to come delicious. Show me the life of one of these small, own tilling some of the flower-scented air. To feel

memorable fragrant smell in the air, to see the flowers chop on ground, and to look down with compassion where the birds chipping earth, and to be asked to sleep in the shade. Musc of the

Grandpa's farm. I do not know why it is, but when ever I hear a bird sing, I think it is talking to God. Then, O, know if

dosake put with a glorious discontent, with high and ground over the ground and trees, birds and snow, grass, but with that uplifted, and surely bright eyes, it almost

ends its long world in praise to God for the little happy life to the founding this bliss, and the beautiful world in the house. Grandpa and Auntie and Uncle and Auntie went.

I didumber back the first day after the, it close & with out ever

c yes put the. When to know that God the purpose drud the close. Well for into its simple but wholesome breakfast and dinner. Do not this is aommen for complaining and discontent and talk like as. Was it looking for that I

really clear my constant mind. If the two times of white
timberhouse the kind, shade of getting one? Speak that

when I die. I may live 'forever and a day' in the river

clear and singing loud it well. & sir the have

brother to you come down to cheer the lonely and sad.

Grandpa and Grandpa to the she is gone. What and glorious a happy meaning when she entered the Heavenly gates all her

loved ones who had preceded her greeting around the throne

of God on Cearens. She and Grandpa lived about mont and

useful life of the bird like with foul air would have been

fifty years under they have. Grandpa and Auntie may have lived

doctor as long and put me some hours five years between them. I came from a few days after the cried to cheer at

Grandpa and Auntie John. I talk to them and then

uncle John as short. I reach to Grandpa and all so every
since I can to make time pass pleasantly by. From the evening the trio assembled at the front veranda, then & generally be my tongue in middle, and take turns go shopping. One week B had & cooks. Uncle Bobie allowed the girls sell the water, and be and Sister fed the chickens once last but not least, be crowded take his seat in the kitchen door and talk to me while B cooked. Sister joined in the house and entertained Grandpa. The niece that I was onto knew Pete & next door, Pete & from next door and B must say, Pete brought compliments. He on my cooking Sister and lovely look nice pick. As nothing could do but the must go home with them. I cleaned Greek for one to sit at the head of Grandpa's table and pour out his coffee. Strong to tell B hand not been at all lonely during my whole time. We have the company. Must be out on the farm or away from the house. Among the greatest part of the day. Grandpa is my immediate credit, as P can be just as quiet as B could. B keep the brand cut and when B came to the country. B had anticipated to come till B cooked, Mark Cook. We active early and rise early, and B hand employed Sunday fully under this great treatment. Although B and a way from any Atlanta sound till this think of me. B social time and this is one who keeps one contented with all kindness. I am reading papers-lately "Saturday Night," "Campfire," "Eagle," "Star," "Lion," etc., three all come from "Daybreak." Quite a distance. I spent Sunday with Aunt Maggie Todd. I just looked in on all kinds of nice fruit and once country, orient at the table. We just had fish.

I thought I could easily like. B warned Williams brought you time that I need a treat to self. Twilight ride in the country. I am out of hearing bond music in at this road, white eat and hold any hands as else & finish swinging up the fence. I came down to the, to change this coming and brought a basket of things to the house to eat when B could find anything else as. I imagine a country life as the happiest life when contentment reigns supreme.
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Past and Forgotten.
A life very full of God's blessings;
A faith, only He knew could keep.
I hope Christ's illuminating ray long time;
A love, keeping watch, child to sleep.

So friends, yet so loved and gone!
The "things careful about."
The trouble and spinning of lilies,
The good-hopper burned with out.

So friends, yet so hard-pressed to blessings,
So known and aspiring and kind;
So gone at the goings that have hurt me,
I have you, dear Lord, to thy side.

A bird tried tires out with its flying,
Yet longing for higher sky;
A child, too tried out with the strong;
Wanted yet go to its Father and cry.

"Oh, Father!" Thou knowest my weakness,
Thou knowest my times great and small;
Thou knowest for all of the wrong,
 Thy child is whinching, nothing at all.

I bring Thee the temple — I made it;
The temple of life — Father, see!
 It is twisted and twisted and broken,
Oh, straighten it all out for me!

Let this groans for its chance to fit it,
My poor eyes that ache with the storm;
Think and help my sin going this brighter,
Oh, straighten it, Father, again!
I know that the night is for resting
That darkness shall precede above,
That the "soul that is full of truth and love,
The empty soul bitterness loves.

So help me to rest in the night-time,
Though slander hides among my enemies.
And when I can't help it, dear Father,
Dear Father, come help it for me.
Now the facts, entirely, list be the God we prayed
(One list of what calls for each minute intended)
At the long string of ills a kind, goodness returned,
And stopped on those blessings. Wife, Children & Friends.

In vain empty Plato maintained he was the lick,
For justly divine could not comprehend its end.
The scheme of events, famine he sense was arrested,
For earth became Sovereign with Wife, Children & Friends.

If the deck of our lives is in strange and fickle event,
The fruits till secured, yet in bond and they end.
But the heart viewed till, which the power protected,
Now drawn in the form of Wife, Children & Friends.

ThoughColour's blessed gloam in his life's dying ember,
The death. Commended to His Lord and Giver above,
Does she ever under our dyingremember
Now when and why his Home came? Wife, Children & The

The elder, whose deeds live on in mortal's old story,
None other like for distant latitudes blend,
Whose love and trust would Easter old ages of glory
For one happy day with Wife, Children & Friends.

Though the parting godown his never one hour,
Though our time doubtful of course may ascend,
The windmill still stands of the found time that once
The town where he sat with Wife, Children & The.

Get the beach of remnant we feature and commit
The wind which sex the deceased friends branch;
Our one would be to follow. How great It Giana,
Resumed with the wind. Wife, Children & Friends.

Let us drink, for our song, gaining grace or grosser,
Its subject is columns in honor be divided;
Let us drink, wisdom and health, love for sisterly shall flourish
The glee which (in life) let us live for. & on for.
"If we knew

If we knew the love at heart and
If our life could take the sorrow
If our backs could feel the load,
Would we wait two days in wishing
Or a time that she's come to;
Would we wait an exact impatience
For our ship to come from sea?

If we knew the baby finger
Passed against the window pane
Would be cold and stuff to morrow
Never trouble me again,
Would the bright eyes of our darling
Catch the form of our form?
Would the joint of our fingers
Dip me there as it Ever bow?

Ate! those little ice-cold fingers,
Now they point our memory back
To the happy words and actions
Stroked along our back and hands,

(3) Now those little hands remind me,
As in coming grace they lie,
Not to scatter them but cover
For our covering by-and-by!

Stronge our everting the coming
Till the least-could birds have flown;
Stronge that are planted slight the violets
Till the lovely flowers are gone;
Stronge still summer skies and sunshine
And earth seems our half so fair
As golden winter's snows mingled
Shake their white crowd in the air.
"Forget not the Lord who has loved us, who has lifted us.
Who has made us strong and free to live alone.
But when you are weak, that the Lord who has lifted us
Beneath them to mingle with friends they still love."

Gins, from which the dead of silence
From but the cow rolls away,
Now flowered in each living
As advance the months of May;

And  small  works that brighten our memory
With their beautiful perfumes
Come to us in sweetest accounts
Through the portals of the tomb.

Let us gather up the garland,
Dying all along our path;
Let all keep still faith and love,

Casting out the thorns and chaff;
Let us find our everlasting comfort
In the blessings of to-day,
With our patient hand remaining
All our gloire from out our way.

A Sunday School camp with a portion
Of these (words) called "Scatter Seeds"
Of the Colonel.
Abner Gar. Saturday night
Aug. 30th 1875."
The faded violet.

"You gave it me long years ago
And the shadowy evening time,
While the clouds bled red the mountain side
And the bells came out a chime.
The blemishes listened at our feet
The true stripes from above;
You said "This flower will say for me,
All that my heart says else.
"I've long ago, but I have yet
That little faded violet.

Now life was at its bleakest then,
The world was as dim as bright:
"Was the sweetest scene ever told?
I listened to that night:
Now often, often ache alone
I have kissed my violet blue.
And said, "I'm to be thy true flower
Be true; thy love be true!"
Tell me! I have yet, I said my love
That little faded violet.

He parted long, long months ago,
With not a sign to tell
That once we far off happy days
We two had loved so well.
He parted with a few cold words—
We two, who once had said
Not all the world should enter here—
The evil, the love once dead
The love was dead but yet, but yet
I kept my faded violet."
Broken Flower:

Long ago, one summer eve,
While walking out with Claire,
To take a leisurely stroll.
Down in the shady lane.

Barefoot, crushed a tiny flower,
Paid not mind it then.
It was a healing act of power,
A common thing with men.

Her pasted; her eyes were filled with tears;
Her eyes were filled with tears.
And I was joined, and rough was blind.
But Oh! the after years.

Vow voices, like my shadow haunt,
My care at every step—
The sighing of the gourmantes plant,
With calls of her I sought.

Smeared a flower, I killed a heart.
And now, where is she? I go.
I find myself a thing to part.
With "heritage of love."

Whine in a little flower I quit.
It bends its head away.

snails form my reverie's seat.
And breaks to the clay.

The flowers I once had hearts as poet.
Human, I human, all are we.

Can believe Claire had a thought,
That was not all of love for me.

And yet, I crushed her like the plant,
With sorrow about her place:
And love our only answer is "Count.
Forgiveness for the sins of youth."
The Faun's Violets

You gave it one long year ago

With even cheeks of your friend,
When she is far away,
When the wild violets nestled
And soft violets play,
With your rest and your strength
As a remembrance of one

For friendship, true friendship,
To cherish for thee.

For the sunshine must follow the storm,
And the tear is but given to the smile,
But the heart's that conceals
The wearer, the attire,
As motion of earth can be gained.

“{song}"

Original

Why Have We Met?

This three long years since last we met,
Why have we met again?
For time had almost healed the wound,
And freed my heart of pain.
One more clasp of thy dear hand,
One glance from thy dark eye,
Tell me still our hearts are bound
By more than friendship's tie.
Why have we met so part again,
For love, it must be so.
The agony that parting gives
My heart shall only know.
On earth our paths that widely verge
Together may we part.
Yet far beyond death's mystic verge
We'll walk one way—our spirits meet.

Sep. 1874, L. S. Pklewls
Now I Say My Day to Sleep.
It is said of the late John Quincy Adams, that he was
prompt to bid good night to his little prayer, the first taught
time to the President. An instrument was inside a room at the East
Golden House, as lovely landing,
Little job as a little and there,
Drew your half club, half ground,
Handing out the morning prayer.

Tell the home, when she is coming,
"Now I lay me down to sleep,"

To the

A man who had been married twice
was greeted both promiscuously, and he
against taking part.

A debating society had for its last question,
"If a man with a young lady, while was an offer of
marriage, how does he justify besides of
height of home?"

A Mr. Vandermic is bent on going to sea. He
has been reading the "Coastal Book" and of
tales he has to his cat, with an ambition
to be modern and come home and find his
wife. Commodore to some other fellows.

Then—on the present threat
small boy can do to just knock in the door
when he knows that a young man is coming
in for that evening.

Changed the subject—A lady who
secured a dictionary, returned it after he
went along with the comment. It was very
nice reading, but it comes how changed the
subject across them.

Engaged for any at a time. 

Commence.
Remember our old play, if Dunsfold
the hero is lied to cruelly, his Antheia,
he has loved, and must still love,
possessively, she bids him action with
large work and wings from her eyes.

Farewell, Fiercely,

Whom my love cannot love; if you ever marry,
May the sweetest of gifts; as good, that you
May err and find her, our erring she to wonder
Of your unwisdom, and if you hear me sigh
That I am read, persuade me; my last words,
And you shall know that is the last I said you,
And when you walk forth with your second wife
Into the pleasant fields, fly channels, talk of me,
Imagine that you are mine, and feel
Delighting your path with flowers.

What is love -Amor is, at the first, but a
mere fancy? There is a preternatural, that your
and I shall love to, as your eyes to a pleasant
flame, or your hand to an soft melody. Passion,
admonishment comes on, as a sort of balance
while for the ascetic continuance of your fancy
and your imagination is touched by with
another grace quickly as suspect. The cloud of this
mind, the cap, deadens the fancy; and to retell
the actions of the heart astonishing. But with a
proper conditions to come are to exist, attention
is profound; and then, by our enjoyable and
confused mingling all these qualities and
affections of the soul, become known fused into
that vital feeling - called Love.

From the "Bachelor's Denery"
Oct. 1872, Sunday night.

16th Oct. 1872, Tuesday night.

2nd Aug. 1873, 6th.

8th Oct. 1873, 9th.

11th Oct. 1873, 19th.

18th Nov. 1873, 11th.

28th Oct. 1873, 16th.

For contemplation my thoughts often become so much entangled that they seem to lose forever of the gardener's lost of historic fame. I embark my trouble by your judgment and criticism, perhaps your advice like the words of Alexander, may effect which my own conclusion can not accomplish.